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Two guns which General
Salazar
,'fiEGlN BY BURNING RAILROAD
cached at Colonia Pacheco were
BRIDGES AND LOOTING
brought here, Salazar having removRANCHES
)
ed important parts before abandoning
the cannon.
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SHORTAGE IS REPORTED.
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 27. Assistam
Traveling Auditor T. J. "Guilfoil has
reported to Governor William C. Mc
Donald certain alleged discrepancies
in the records of Socorro county. The

NEW MEXICO SOLON IS EXAMINING CLAIMS OF AMERICAN
INTERFERENCE

.

,,,.

traveling auditor asserts that it IooKb
Juarez, Mex., Aug. 27. Just as
North- strange to him so much money has
Mexoc
on
Uie
was resumed
been paid out tor wild animal bounwestern railroad between the City of
ties. The county officials assert they
"earChihuahua and the border, rebels
can explain everything to the satisfacbridges
five
railway
burned
ly today
tion of the tax payers.
about 100 miles southwest of Juarez.
vicinity
In
this
rebels
The presence of
TO STOP MASSACRES.
comes as a surprise to the federal
Constantinople, Aug 27. The panic
headquarters here.
A work train has been dispatched among the Christians in the vicinity
'
from Juarez to repair the track and of the Montenegrin frontier was toscene day brought .officially to the attentroops have been sent to the
be- tion of the Ottoman government
by
from Pearson, to the south. It Is
on the Servian .legation.
rebels
of
small
a
tody
lieved that
their way west into Sonera took this A Servian diplomat informed the
means of paying a farewell compl- Turkish ministers that owing to tiue
possession jf arms Dy the Mohammeiment
dan Araoitts many of the Christian
500
passengers,
A train hearing
work population of Sinnitza and Bilopeliek
their
to
Americans
going
mostly
"
are seekin lumbering and mining settlements in the vicinity of Novipacar
American ing refuge ,)n Servia. and
Canadian
the
along
At the same time the Servian govowned railroad, returned here on hearernment admitted that it had no
..
track.
.fif'fhfl
JWnuHnn
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uia
ucntiutuv"
IlJg
confirmation of the reports of masA federal troop train with 300
and two machine guns has left sacres. The Porte replied witih assurances that order would be .mainJuarez over the Central in pursuit of
tained by 'Turkey in the district. A
the rebel hand that destroyed the
denial was given to the reports that
Northwestern.
Mexico
bridges on the
arms bad been aistributed to the AlGeneral
Tellez, commanding the
banian Mohammedans,, who, it was
federal troops here, haa received adIs declared, had pillaged the amis ue- Orozco
Paucual
that
vices today
near Ojinaga where there are 1,500 pots.
rebels. According to a report made to
General E. Z. Steever at Fort Bliss,
COTTON WAREHOUSES. '
General Tellez says he will not send
Ga., Aug,. 27. Plans for
Atlanta,
any additional troops to Ojinaga as handling the cotton crop and sa. movehe has none to spare. General Joss ment looking to the consummation of
da la Luz Sot already is at Ojinaga the National Warehouse and Elevatwith 600 men. General Emillo Koster-litzk- or company, were discussed at a mass
commanding Mexican rurales, convention of the Georgia Farmers'
is here from Sonora, conferring with Union in this city today. The wareGeneral Tellez.
house project, which already has taken definite shape in a wimber of
Trouble tm the 'Border
is regarded as the most adstates,
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 27. Twenty-fiv- e
vanced dstep taken by the isflrmers of
Mexican rebel riders and a troop of the icountry In the - line of
the Third United States cavalry,
.for mutual beuelU and protechelow Hachita, New Mexico, ex- tion.
inchanged shots last night after the
Culberson
'the
raided
had
vaders
JOHNSON OPENS CAMPAIGN.
ranch, situated four miles from the
'
and
Denvea
Colo,
from
Aug. 27. ifln .the
Hachita,
35
miles
and
border
were making away With 100 head of Auditorium where William Jennings
Bryan was nominated in 1988, the
nurses.
This was the report received today call of ithe Bull Moose will be sounded
Lieu- next Saturday
night by Governor
by General E. Z. Steever from
tenant H. B. Johnson, commanding Hiram Johnson of California, running-matof Roosevelt. On his way here
Troop F, Third cavalry. General
Steever announced that additional from Cheyenne where he speafes Frihe will address one meettroops would be rushed to the scene day night,
of last night's disturbance. Whether ing Saturiiay afternoon, possitii;' at
Colo., as a feature oi "p c.
any of, the raiders or cavalrymen Plattevifte,
kle day."
were wounded Is not yet known. .
"
Having received reports that a large
band of rebels has been seen opposite
Marf ar, , Texas, General Steever toiOOZE
day sent a troop of the Third Cavalry
to Marfa to reinforce the cavalry now
on the border at that (point.
IS TO
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Fall is to Investigate
Washington, Aug. 27. Senator Fall
CANDIDATE SAYS
be- PROHIBITION
today left for El Paso, Texas, to
MAKES
LIVING COME
LIQUOR
commitgin, on behalf of the senate
HIGH ,
to ascertain whether

tee apointed
American interests had been fomenting revolutions in Mexico or Cuba, a
preliminary investigation there Into

the

"Crabbing"

S..

his annual address today before the
organization said in part:
"When we reflect that two amendments to our national constitution1 are
now apparently soon to be adopted;
CALLED
ON
when we consider the radical changes
in their organic law, already secured
in several states and contemplated in
others; when we remember the
in political
marked innovations
methods, accomplished by the direct
""
HIM TO)
WISHES
ECONOMY PRESIDENT IN HIS ANNUAL AD- primary extended this year for the ROOSEVELT
DISCOVERED
MEMBERS OF NEW YORK FOUR
"
first time to the selection of presi1904 CAM-- ,
ABOUT
TELL
THIS
DRESS CONDEMNS
COMMISSION HAS BEEN
HUNDRED ARE GROWING
dential candidates, it in not necessary PAIGN FUNDS.
NEW DOCTRINE.
TRIMMED.
to look beyond the extensive confines
FRIGHTENED.
'
of our own land, nor to consider
elsewhere, scarcely less sig- PLACES NA'IES EEFuElL'iATE
changes
SUFFRAGE
CIO IT QUIETLY FAYCS WC:iAN
IIOLCEES OF "CIHTY" FEOPERTY TEE
nificant, to establish the proposition
that we live in an age of political rev'
WRITES LETTER TO CHAIRMAN?
FEolution.'
MALE
OR
PARAGRAPH
LITTLE
A
SLIPPED
DECLARES
ALL,
POLICE SAY THEY RENT BUILDwe
seem
"Now
to
OF THE INVESTIGATING
have reached a
INTO THE APPROPRIAMALE, ARE ENTITLED TO
INGS TO EVIL RESORTS OF
time when the very constitution and
BODY.
TIONS BILL.
SELF GOVERNMENT.
ALL KINDS
frame of our government is under
critical examination. The necessity
for
these safeguards in administration ''WEEEE CIO KEAEST GETO"
NEGr.CES
TO
UNSEAT
PWN
TRIES
CIVEN SAlAEfES AEEJUT
TO
EE
PUBLICITY
which have been deemed essential to
the security of rights to life, to libPUB
DOES NOT erty and to property, is called in ques- THE COLONEL INFERS THE
ASSOCIATION
COMMISSIONER WALDO SAYS HE POWERS OF THE BOARD ALSO THE
A BUT- IS
LISHER
tion. The progressive tide, stayed by
'FEEL LIKE MINGLING
ARE LIMITED TO A GREAT
WILL HAVE THE WHOLE
TER-Iconstitutional barriers, threatens now
EXTENT.
WITH
BLACKS.
,
PRINTED
LIST
to sweep them all away."
--am.
i.
Mr. Gregory reviewed the work of
g..... '
Oyster Bay, tf. Y., Aug. 27. Colonel
' Milwaukee,
27
President
27.
neg- the recent
Aug.
Whether
Washington,
Aug.
F.
New York, Aug. 27. John
session of congress and Roosevelt desires to bring the names
it
Was
ro lawyers hereafter are to be admit- said that
counsel for Police Lieutenant Taft's economy commission,
perhaps the most significant
Alton B. Parker, democratic nomi
today, was ruthlessly ted as members was one of the sub- act was the adoption of a joint reso- of
Chnrles Becker, indicted for the mur- discovered
nee
for the presidency in 1904, And
assolution proposing to the states an
der of Herman Rosenthal, today ob- trimmed by ie democratic house and jects before the American Bar
James
Sherman, vice president of tha
senate in the sundry civil ap- ciation which opened its thirty-fiftamendment to the constitution provid United States, itno the inquiry into
tained a delay in the case until Sep- by the
the legislative appro- annual meeting here today.
ing1 for the election of members of
tember S, by serving a writ staying propriation and
autnonzea
contributions
campaign
bills.
The question arose in a special re- the senate by direct vote. He referred
the proceedings. The writ was serv- priation
the adopsenate
the
by
by
yesterday
In addition to limiting the powers
port of the executive committee, de- to the Lorimer case as strengthening tion of the Penrose resolution. Ha
ed on Assistant District Attorney Raof the commission to matters of transclaring that "although, it had been the popular sentiment for the direct said today' that he would place' their
bin and Judge Mulqueen of the court
the public business of the gov. the settled practice, of the association vote.
acting
before whom
of general sessions,
Referring to the action of cer- names before the senate committea
ernment "only in the several execu- to elect
only white men as members" tain states in extending the suffrage in his letter to Senator Clapp. j
Becker was to have been arraigned
tive departments," the sundry civil
today for pleading. Supreme Cewrt bill reduces the salaries of its mem- three negro members, including Wil- to women," Mr. Gregory said:
"I shall include in my letter to benliam
an
H.
women
to
as
the
seems
if
assistant
Lewis,
issued
writ.
the
Amend
"It
Justice
certainly
ator Clapp," the colonel said, "the let
bers. The chairman now gets
United States attorney general, .lad were entitled to
as ter I wrote to Judge Parker in 1904, .
Members of the extraodinary grand
mema
five
the
while
other
year,
been seated by the committee in ig- well as men. It is the Jefferaonian
and my letter to Jim Sherman on tha
jiry that has been summoned to in
bers receive $6,000 each. The new norance of their race. The commitin
I
true
will
he
Idea
tflackmail
be
It
and
the
to
into
believe
police
quire
Harriman contribution, l turns mey
law provides that not more than three tee therefore
rescinded its action, one, that all men are entitled, not
vestigated as to their real 'estate persons may be paia more than
are pertinent to the inquiry and f
and, allowing the men to remain qual- merely to wise government, not mereholdings by District Attorney Whitwant to get them on the record,"
to
annum
cuts
and
$75,000 the ified as
per
nominees, for membership, ly to honest government, not only to
man, who has discovered, that one of amount "
The letter to Judge Parker was i
designated with which to asked the entire association to vote
good government but to self govern renly to Judge Parker's charge that
the grand jury panel of 50 "business prosecute the work.
on the question.
'
ment.
men is part owner of a hotel used
iBooseveltV 1904 campaign, fund, had
In the legislative bill a paragraph,
state's
General
see
The
to
is
"It
consist
difficult
W.
how,
Wic
Attorney
for disorderly 'purposes.
George
been enriched f 100,000 by a Standard
slipped in at the last moment, proannounced he would make a ently with this principle which lies at Oil company contribution. The letattorney inisitrts that the extraordin- vides that tie
anntml
"
esti
regular
strenuous "f ightTagainst any attempt the foundation j of American" institu
ary grand jury shall nit have even a mates of
Mr. Sherman Fve the Roose- -j
appropriations and expenses to unseat Mr. Lewis and the other tions, the political rights" accortffH i ter to
Temote connection with the police
veft'r""Kuirif trttT ii.i..
of th government shall be prepared
negro lawyers, declaring the commit men can 'be denied to women."
graft system rand if necessary he will and submitted to congress
controversy over a contribution
by those tee had no power after once
rne association today adopted a
challenge the prospective srand jurors
seating
the
late E. II. Harriman of 1260,000
with
by
of
the
gu'eh
prepacharged
duty
the men to take away their member resolution requiring ttiat hereafter to the 1904 campaign fund,
In open court.
.
ration and submission, only in the
when negro attorneys apply for mem
The news that Police Commissioner
ships because 'of race distinction.
allow
JJoosevelt
Colonel
will
"Nor
at
as
forms
are
the
time
required by
Waldo would publish a list of owners law
Opposition to the recall of Judgss bership their race must be made to go unchallenged the report that
and in no ouier form and at do
of gambling and disorderly houses has
to any legislation which will ef- known in the application. Attorney Philander C. Knox, now secretary or
and
other time.
caused a panic among the owner3 who
fect the present tenure of judges' Of- General Wickersham, in a heated de state, saw him in 1904 as he waa dicfices is expressed In u special report bate, declared the resolution recog
have deluged the police commissiontating a letter to George B. Cortelyou
er with frantic appeals not to make AMERICAN TRANSPORT SINKS
prepared for presentation to the as nized the status as members of Wil- about the alleged Standard Oil contriShanghai, China, Aug. 27. The Vnl sociation.
their names publ(e.
Frank B. Kellogg of St, liam E. Jjewis', assistant to the attor bution and told him that the money
ted States transport Liscom sank here
raui, cnairman or the committee ney general, and two other, negro had been spent and could not be retoday alongside the wharf where .she which prepared the report, sata that members who had been unseated by turned; and that Colonel Roosevelt
is 'lying in 40 leet ,tsS water. The investigation showed almost
A NOVEL DANCE
remarked that the letter was being
"every the executive committee.
.cause of the accident hes not yet been reputable attorney in the
The 'debate was abruptly ended by written for the record.' '
was
country
Newport, R. I., Ang. 27. The dance
the Appeal of former Secretary of
to be given by Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont ascertained. Sh was undergoing re- opposed to the recall of judges."
"Mr. Knox may have heard me say
as
and
the
well
"as
the
tpairs
evWar Jacob M. Dickinson, that furtner 'these letters will put the records
captain
Seneca M. Taylor of St, Lou
tonight will be one of the unique
ents of the season. For the entertain- ship builders are offflie opinion that brought from the National Assemqly disowssion would "bring criticism on straight,'- or 'tlW will establish a recof CommissfcmeMi on Uniform State the association. Scores of members ord of my attitude'; but it is certainly
ment of the 400 guests a ten acre she can be raised with ease.
not to be inferred from this remark
slice of the beach will be fenced off
Laws, a model bill to be offered for pwttested. agadotit the resoltuion.
L
WOOL BUSINESS GOOD.
as a miniature Coney Island. Society
adoption by various state Itsgislatures
(I don't say that I did make it, but
were
written
wMch
that
27,
Manufacturers
will find itself face to face with a 'Boston,
Aug.
they,
may have)
wjll prohibit the marriage in
PRIMARIES IN MICHIGAN
with prizes for those tmve come into the local market for, other states of 'divorced persons who
solely for the records. They were geny
S7.
Voters
Detroit, Mich., Aug.
uine letters and expressed just what
getting the brass ring; shooting gal- wool in the last week to a orisider-- hav been prdhibited from marrying
began balloting for candidates for I wanted to express when I first
lery with prizes for the best hot able extent. Buying is principally by in any one state.
iWitional, sta.t, county and city offices. (heard of the report that the Standard
President's Address.
and an electric studio, where the Che larger
peraters. Values are
Significant treturns are not expected On had contributed or wanted to conffl. S. Gregory of Chicago,
guests may have small photographic firmly maintained ana prices axe
president Sbefore
William tribute to my campaign."
tomorrow morning.
of
upwwi"d.
American
the
Bar association, in
tending
gfoups taken.
liAlden Smith, has no opposition for re-Hearst's stateWilliam Randolph
nomination ffor United States senator ment in London Sunday finds Colonel
on the republican ticket The prog Roosevelt still wondering,
he said,
ressives lave Theodore M. Joslin, what letters Mr. Hearst has to make
;mayor of .Adrian, in the Held, while public on the alleged Standard OiL
.
the
democrats have Alfred Tucking of campaign contributions,
LEADER
SAYS REPUBLICAN
R. MANN
Detroit and George Hummer fighting
"If Mr. Hearst will let me know
toil the ifeht to bear their party's within a year or a year and a half or
SIXTY-SECON- D
(Standard. There are no party con the date these letters were written,
BY
tests for congressmB-at-larEand to whom they were written,'"
Colonel Roojsevelt said today, "I will'
make them public myself. Any one
Washington. Aug. 27. Inefficient, ama canal bill is the ione Of greatest congress rand 'left over fivam hick of
fthe mate, that time to, consider or. else fuoy were
In
and
InCan readily appreciate how difficult u.
importance
and
disoi'ganined, unprogreive
was a bill preparedly me In a prior bills iprepored by official in President THIRD PARTY TICKET
would be for me to go through my
active wese the words used today to coo
'
.' ...
Taff administration."
entire correspondence for a number
;
describe the work of the democratic
"The claimed reformation of the.
jwr. manaa rerered
to he public
years to find a letter in which I reJAYIIA1MR STATE offerred
house by Republican "Leader James It. rule lias proved at farce. That the health laws, the tomestead laws, the
to this matter. It would b
a tremendous undertaking. I do nol;
Mann, in a statement reviewing the house has been inefficient 'Is shown by bill creating a children's bureau and
of the slower cham- the fact that over 20 senate bills others aa being wfchin that'fclassifica- - fiKANSAS'-HPUBLICANS DECIDE TO think I ever wrote Mr. Sibley on this
accomplishment
which passed the senate remain un- Uion.
matter, although I may have done so
Mr.
THE ROOSEVELT
"CAfii"
congress.
ber of the
"TO- .- J
do the house.
I can't find any letter to him,"
acted
upon
were
ucuiocrats
ELECTORS
f
forced to
Mann characterized the democratic
demto
Colonel
the
Is
a parcels post whien only
Roosevelt said he hoped to
"It a jnstant boast that
agree
and
a
silly
stingy
ocrats at this session passed a law a short time ago they insistefi they
majority's work
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 27. Taft follow- finish his letter to Senator Clapp beand other of its acts as pure
providing for publicity of campaign would not ' agree to,' continued the ers won fiiat blood in the republican fore he departed at midnight tomor
"The boast about economy contributiotts.
Such Is not a fact. statement
state party council here today when row on his three-dacampaign trip"
went by the boards," said the minor- They only passed an amendment to
"They are entitled to no credit for a sesolutlon was adopted by a rote through Vermont. He had been deIn the the law which had previously
been it. Outside of money expended for of 40 to 37
ity leader. "The main work
asking the Roosevelt elec- layed, he said, by his failure to rehouse on the democratic side has passed by a republican house and the the Panama canal, which cannot be tor to resign
ticket ceive a copy of John D. Archbold'
of
what
they
to
one
constant
considered
is
aa
boasting
the
a
primary
been
relating
part
ordinary expenses, the and move into the independent col- - testimony before the senate committee.
were going to do at the next session. campaign expenses that was Inserted appropriations for this session's con- ,umn for the general election.
"I said last December that this ses- in the law by the republicans against gress exceed those of the last republiWilliam Allen White, national com
sion of congress would last longer and the protest of the democratic ?Ha can session.
mitteeman for the progressive party
EMPEROR IS BETTER..
"Not only Is this so, but the demo- for Kansas, announced that this acHesse-Nassado less than any other regular session Somewhat similar is the bill relating
Cassel,
Germany,
of recent years. My forecast proved to eight hour labor, which' is only an crats have appropriated money in tion taken In the republican state cen- Aug. 27. The condition of
Emperor
'
has
of
session
and
law
of
congress
a
This
amendment
many places where it was pure
correct.
previous
tral committee means practically a William continued to improve today.
fewer in number and of only made a slight change in the proand where the money was complete third fttate ticket for Kan- The swellings of the
enacted,
glands and mus
not needed and have refused to make sas.
loss importance than any session in vision of the original act.
cles of his majesty's neck ihavo al
reccmt years. The laws passed are in
"Practically all the laws of any Im- appropriations whera they are abso
The resolution was adopted with 18 most disappeared. He arose from bed
the! taaii of little importance and gen. portance passed at this session were lutely essential for the conduct
of known progressives voting for it,, ac- - wher0 he had been suffering from
muscular rheumatism and cold.
evilly local in character. The Pan either bills prepared in a previous good government"
cording to third party leaders.

HUT TELL Oil

than,

Indians Help Fedorjis'
Chthunh'ia, Aug. 27. 4n
of Yaquis i3 becomposed
expedition
ing formed here to pursue Orozco.
The troops are commanded by Major
A remnant of the rebels
Alvarado.
who were routed by federals in the
battle at F4 Rucio today attempted
to loot a. work train on- - the Mexico
VACASHOR-- f
AFTER TAKING
Northwestern on a siding a short disTION THEYylRESUME THEIR
tance south of Pearson. After takOPERATIONS
ing all the provisions they retreated to the hills, General Sanjines dispatched 50 Yaquiia to the scene, but
TRICKS
BAC!i AT TEE1CLD

'
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MEXICAN REBELS
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Tem-
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Mexican revolution.

Senator will spend three days in El
Paso and the interview Mexican reWilfugees in Los Angeles. Senator
the
of
chairman
liam Alden Smith,
committee, may joa'n' Senator Fall in
Ijos Angeles and make some Investls1
tions along the Mexican border.
Refugees are beginning to return to
their abandoned homes in Chihuahua,
since the opposing armies are carrying on their operations westward.
Numbers of the Mormon colony are
pmon those returning. They report

St. Albans, Vt Aug.. 27. Continul-in-- g
his discussion of the high cost of
living, which hns been his subject
since he entered Vermont five days
ago, Eugene W. Chafin,
prohibition
candidate for president, said in an
address here today that no less than
In the United
$10,000,000 persons
States have, by reason of the liquor
traffic, ceased to be producers and
have become consumers only.
"Thia," he said, "is the explanation .of the Increasing cost'of living.
It can only "u reduced by transforming
this army of consumers1 into careful
productive sitlzens."
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

TWO

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS OF LAS VEGAS
WILL OPEN FOR FALL TERMS NEXT WEE
Normal University
Expects a Large

enrollment

;

laboratory has been greatly improved, and $350 worth of new apparatus
has been installed, which will increase to working facilities of this
department.
Few changes havei been made in
the faculty of the school, for thls
term. ; The work of MIbb Jessie Wor-lerecently resigned, has been divided among the teachers of the Institution, and no successor will be
appointed at the present time. Dr.
Roberts will take Miss Worley's
classes in American history and civics, and Miss May, Rosa will assume
full change of the English depart'"'
ment.
f...
i.'.v
Dean Frank Carroon again will have
charge of the classes in psychology
and education and Professor J,, 0.
Baker will Instruct classes In biology,
pnysio'logy,
physics and chemistry.
O. C. Zingg. will have charge of the
manual training department of the
school and will teach general history.
Miss Liva Lidhty will instruct classes
in drawing, and Miss Anne George
will have charge of the domestic' science department ana Instruct classes
In grammar review. Professor Francis Kelly win be at the head of the
mathematics department this term.
A. H. Van Horn will Instruct In Latin and Greek. This is the first time
that Greek has been taught at tlhe
Normal University, this course having
oeen added this year to meet the
demand of the students of this city.
This will enable those who desire to
prepare for the Hlhodes scholarship
examination. Hiss Helen Papen will
teach classes in Spanish, while Miss
Cluxton will continue to teach Instrumental music.
The following are the teachers in
the grades of the Normal school:
Miss Harriett E. Mann of, Salina,
Kans., eighth grade: Miss Pearl
Hutchinson of Portales,
seventh
grade; Miss Cornelia Murray of Las
Vegas, fifth and sixth grades; Miss
Esther Mangan of Wisconsin, third
and fourth grades; and MIsb Bessie
Watts, first and second grades.
The faculty of the school will meet
Monday morning for the purpose of
discussing the program of the year
and to complete all arrangements for
the opening of school the following

The sixteenth year of the New' Mexico Normal
University w,lll fcegin
Tuesday, September 3, thin being the
date for the registration of the students for the fall semester of the Institution. This day will be devoted entirely to enrollment of, the students
and dtheir assignment to classes. The
students will begin their regular work
""
on Wednesday morning.
It is expected that the registration
will bo the largest in the History or
the school, and owing to this fact, tt
will b necessary for everyone to enroll on this day, as piace cannot be
saved for persons signing cp1 at a lat-e- r
date.
Already all of the rooms in the Normal dormitory have been reserved,
and It will be necessary for the students from over the state who desire
to take lodging at the dormitory to
miiou&u iVti i win iuolco, i.n . j?icun
H. H. Roberts, president of tine
school, during the summer visited,, institutes In Eddy, Chaves, Roosevelt,
Otero, Dona Ana, Luna, Socorro,
Valencia, Bernalillo, Santa Fe,
and Mora counties, anu on all sides he
was met with requests for places in
the classes of the university for this
term.
The demand for enrollment in the
training school exceeds that of the
other departments, anu It is probable
that only those registering on tne
first day will be able to enter this department, owing to the crowded condition. The need of additional room
at the Normal University is again
'
strongly shown, as Dr. Roberts says
that at the least calculation he will
he forced to turn down 40 applicants,
being) unable to accommodate them.
This means a loss to the town as
well as to the school as many of these
students reside In other parts of the
state.
A number of needed improvements
la and additions to the apparatus of
the school have been made during
and better courses can be
offered this year.' The chemistry day.
.'

Tor-renc-

.':

Activities
E,
morning,
September
marks the opening of another school
year in the public schools of the East
and West sides.
On this date the
boys and girls will be required to register at the various school buildings
and will be given a list of the required books and instructions regarding
the school work. Following this they
will be dismissed for Uie remainder
of the day, which will allow them time
to get school books, pencils, pens and
paper. The real work of the schoo'
term commences on Tuesday morning.
The attendance at the schools of
the East side at the ena of last year
was 735 and it ,1s expected tlhat the
registration for this term will equal If
not exceed this number. A heavy registration is expected also in the
schools of the West side.
The school buildings of the city
are being
renovated, cleaned and'
painted and placed in a good sani
;

tary condition for the opening. The
roof of the South,, building on the
West side has been given a coat of
paint and the Interior walls have been
retinted.
But few changes have been made in
the corps of Instructors on either side
of the river. The teachers have not
yet been assigned to their grades or
rooms, but tl9 will be done the latter part of the week. At the High
school no changes have been maue.
Professor Rufus Mead, superintendent
of the East side schools; B. T. Read,!
principal of the High school; Miss
Ethel Musser, Miss Harriett Kather-in- e
Davis and Miss Helen Papen
were all
at the close, of
the school year and, will again make
up the faculty of the High school."
The following are the teachers of
the grades at the Castle building: Arthur Edmunds, principal;: C. J. Gerard, Miss Rachael Ward, Miss Annie
Merrill , and Miss Allda
at the Douglas avenue build
ing are Miss Minnie Kohn, principal;
,
Miss Cora Montague, Miss Iva
'

Public Schools Are
Ready For Year's
Monday
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Carlson-Teacher-

Ash-ton-

Miss

Miss Rebecca McKensle,
Louise Lowrey, Miss Marguerite
Miss Tessie Devine and Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Konn
McGinn.
Mary
will have charge of art and music
In the East side schools.
Ina Gilstrap, the popular Janitor of
the Castle building, again will be on
the job, and Henry Dinwoody will
shovel coal and sweep out at the
Douglas avenue building.
Cava-naug-

.

ACCIDENTALLY SHOT
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 27. The accidental discharge of a double barreled
shot gun yesterday caused the death
of Guerinl Martini, of Hastings, while
out hunting with a party on the Apl- The expedition came to a
shapa.
tragic end shortly before 11 o'clock in
the morning when Martini, In attempting to climb Into a spring wagon lost
his footing, the gun exploding and Inflicting a wound In Ms abdomen from
which he died one hour later at Sargent ranch to which place he had been
brought by members of the party. The
remains of the dead man were receiv
ed by the coroner late yesterday after
'.
noon.
Martini, accompanied by his ne
phew, Abllo Delarl, Fred
Larazonl,
Ferraro Martini and Angelo Catannia
and wife, left Hoatlngs In a spring
wagon at daybreak yesterday morning
for a day's outing. They bnd driven
some 20 miles when Martini got off
the wagon to shoot at a bird. With
the gun In his hand the barrel pointing toward him Martini sought to
climb on the wagon when his foot
slipped. The gun struck the doubletree of the wagon and was discharged.
Martini fell back In the road bleeding
from a large wound. ,He waa picked
up and driven to the nearest ranch
house where a messenger was dis
patched for Dr. Curry of Hastings.
Martini died a few minutes after be
ing brought to the house.
Martini was 34 years of age and has
a wife living in the old country. He
t
had been employed at Hastings for
year.
BISHOP RIORDAN 70
OLD.
8an Francisco, Cal., Aug.
felicitous messages wen; re e: vet! iX
the
residence at tha
corner of Steiner and Fulton streets
today to remind the venerable Archbishop Riordan of th6 completion of
his seventieth year. The archbishop
was born in New
He
Brunswick.
spent his boyhood In Chicago, to
which city he returned after completing his theological studies and was
rector of St. James' church there until his selection as head of the San
YE-afl-
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THE Y.
Home of Many

M.

C. A. BUILDING

Teacher s and Students.

EXQUISITE
STYLES FOR FALL 1012
The new season's styles are more than ordinarily attractive
and radically differ from those of the past season,

MAN

the-pas-

;

,

s

Mrs. Lou Cobb will be principal of
the schools on the West side. Miss
Mary Phillips, Mrs. Katherine Des
Marais, Miss Pita Sena, Miss Adela
Armljo, Miss Florence Mares, Miss
Catarlna Duro, Miss Margaret Bernard, Miss Nora Trahey and Miss
Rose Powers make up the teaching
force.

t

BEAUTIFUL CREATIONS
in every line are now arriving daily and our stocks are rapidly
:
.filling up for the Fall Season.
,
'"

4

....

I

Among the latest arrivals are

I

:

'

NEW SUITS,
SILK AND WOOL DRESSES
EVENING GOWNS,
SILK PETTICOATS
NEW MILLINERY,
NEW SILKS
NEW FALL SUITS AND SHIRTS FOR flEN
We will be pleased to have you
inspect the new styles,
You'll not be obligated by doing so.

Laa Ve&iiLoadinslStoro

Established

1862

South SidaPkija.

Francisco archdiocese in the early ing with a wide range of
subjects.
eighties.
The proposed new Dominion railway
act, the municipal ownership of pow-A vast amount of ill health is due er plants, the cement
situation in
to impaired digestion. When the stom- western
Canada,
public
health, and
ach fails to perform Its functions properly tha whole system becomes de- municipal finances are some of tine
.
ranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's leading topics.
Tablets is all you need. They will
strengthen your digestion, invigorate
CONNAUGHT REVIEWS CADETS.
your liver, and regulate your bowels,
Toronto, Ont., Aug. 27. The first
entirely doing away with that miserable feeling due to faulty digestion. geat imperial review of cadets
from
Try it. Many others have been per- all over the British
was held
empire
cured
not
Fol
why
you?
manently
by the Duke of Connaught this aftersale by all, dealers.
noon at tb,e Canadian National exhibition In this city. Firty corps, comDISCUSS MUNICIPAL PROBLEMS
Windsor, Ont., Aug. 27. Delegates prising a total of neat ly 5,000 cadets,
from widely separated sections of the marched in review past his royal hign-neDominion assembled in Windsor today
and a party of distinguished
for the opening of the annual con quests. England, Ireland, Scotland,
vention of the Union of Canadian Mu Wales, New Zealand,, Australia and
nicipalities. The sessions will last Newfoundland, as well as all of the
three days and will be devoted to pa- Caandian provinces, were representpers, addresses and discussions deal ed.
.
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THE CASTLE SCHOOL BUILDING,
Where the Fall Term of Las Vegas H Igh School Opens
Monday
"

'

B

'
MAIN BUILDING NORMAL UNIVERSITY
'Which Will be Crowded With Students Next Week.
'

CAPITAL PAID
.

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

President

QJ

t.

L.

sKc3
-

Vf)

D- -

T"

Hosklns, Cashier.

AS VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Ls

Vegas Seivin gs? Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wtn. G. IlaydoD
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Iloskins

Girl's Dormitory 0f Normal

LA CASA DE RAMONA
University, to be the Home of Many Young Women

Interest Paid
this Fall and Winter

iV.

President

'Vice PreMdeBl
Treasurer

on Deposis
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OF COAST
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LOS

ANGELES , AUTO EDITOR
MAKES HIS REPORT TO
HIS PAPER.

Bert C. Smith, automobile editor of
the Los Angeles Times, has published
his report of the
trip of the Times car from Los Angeles to New York City. The party
left the coast May 15 and. arrived in
New York City July 15. Mr. Smith's
report runs over several pages in a
recent Issue of the Los Angeles
Times. Writing of the trip Mr. Smith
says:
"This long and difficult Journey
was undertaken for the. purpose of
stirring up interest in a national highway to be constructed across this
country from the Atlantic to the Pa-

They were fierce in some places,
but not as bad as we anticipated.
Would you advise a man who has
driven a car only a short distance w

make this trip?
"Ves, if he follows the route selected by the Times Special.
Where did you find the worst
roads?
.,
In California and in Maryland.
How long ought it take to make
the trip?
, Thirty days.
."Why were you so long?
We left California
May 15 and
reached Hew York City July 15. We
organized all the way.
Did you have any tire trouble?
We changed four casings, but carried Los Angeles air in one front tire
entirely across the continent.
Did you really find everybody

in

favor of building a national highway?
Waa your account of the great crowds
the truth?
The pictures wilt answer this ques-

coiEraiflfj

o

OF ELDERLY FOLKS

LIFE
BIG

CIIAUFFEI8IIAV

HEAT ENDANGERS LIVES

THE HUMAN

CONGRESS IN INDIANAPOLIS
WILL DISCUSS THIS 'SUB-

JECT
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 27. Eminent men from all parts of the United
Stales and Europe have been invited
to discuss the question of conserving
human life at the fourth annual meet-- ,'
ing of the National Conservation congress ln Indianapolis, October 1 to 4
Present Indications are
inclusive.
that the largest number of notables
ever assembled on ha American continent will be present and that the
scope of the discussion will .be broader than ever before attempted.
The question of conserving human
life in all its different phases will be
considered. Especial attention will be
'directed to the money value of increased vitality. Estimates of the
money value of preventable wastes,
experts declare, depend on the valuation of human life, of which several

i

jt Sickness and Misery Follow
A
Inattention to the
j
Minor Ills.

$
4

b

&

Older people

THREE

A PECULIAR

jf

SLA1

should be especially

careful of their health during the
hot months, as high (emperature has
a peculiarly enervating effect that
tends to disarrange the entire digestive system. The slightest indiscretion in diet is almost sure to be followed by bowel trouble and indiges
tion, but if care is taken to keep the
t. vela cpen
by using a gentle iaiia- Uve stimulant at the first sign of any
irregularity, a greet deal of the misery and distress can be avoided.
Strong, harsh and drastic physics
should be avoided because
of the
shock to the systein following their
use. An excellent laxative, and one
that is easy and natural in its effect
on the stomach, bowels and liver, is
found in Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
a compound of simple laxative herbs
with pepsin that is pleasant to the
taste and positive in lis action. By
cleansing the bowel tract and removing the foreign matter irat irritates
and inflames the tissue, a dose of
Syrup Pepsin will quickly check the
summer diarrhoea that
prevalent:
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is sold in
drug stores foj fifty cents a bottle;

DRIVERS OF BUZZ BUGGIES APE
EXPRESSIVE IF NOT
ELEGANT
Any new business or amusement
brings with It its own line of slang
phrases, but although automoblllng is

hardly a brand new thing the development of racy and original (phrases in
it has been slow. Perhaps because
the chauffeur, who ought to be responsible for the growth of the motor
language, contents himself with using
phrases that belong to other crafts
there is no very lengthy glossary of
motor car phrases.
When the chauffeur says "step on
her tall," he means "to take it on the
loop," which of course, is to "give
her the juice," or in other words to
make the car bound over the road. Occasionally he varies these by telling
that he "gave her a kick)" the general
idea being that he made use of the
accelerator In order to hurry the car
along. .If he says he "tickled the motor" he doea not necessarily mean
that ha went around with a feather
trying to excite the risibilities of any
part of the machinery, but simply that
ihe "jiggled" a part of the carbureter
in order to get a little flow of gas
into the cylinders preparatory to
"spinning her."
"By spinning" of course he meant
the operation of cranking the motor.
The chauffeur never "cranks" a motor. He either "turns her over" or
spins her." With the growing use of
deor
the
vices he will probably have to adopt
a new system of describing this oper-

originally a chauffeur's phrase for de
scribing a car which he did not like,
porhaps because he could not get hi3
commission from the dealer for in
ducing his employer to buy one. It
is to be understood that "bunoh of
junk" is not ant entirely severe condemnation, because that phrase is applied to any car of which he does not
even in the least particular approve.
It must be known that the chauffeur
no matter tow little his driving or
mechanical experience, is always a
better designer than any factory man,
no matter how long the latter may
have been In the business.
When a battery is weak the proper
procedure is to "put her on the mag."
which Is a more or less logical
of magneto. If the driver
of a four cylinder car falls to get his
motor to fire on the normal comple
ment of cylinders he describes It "as
hitting on three" or "two" as the case
may be. Sometimes he may be "hit
ting only on one," but that condition
can't keep up for long. The car which
is normally equipped with but one cyl
inder, of which there are few nowa
days, waa long ago christened the
When a car fails to
yield its full power or stops It "dies."
Similarly to stall a motor Is to "kill
it." , '
But in the main the slang of the
chauffeur Is the slang of the street
He has not the Inventive genius to
build up new eeta of phraseB for describing things and in the few respects where operations are peculiarly
those of
motor vehicles
he is apt to borrow from
language and let it go at that.

COWBOY ROPES A

FIEOCE YOUNG

YOUNG MAN NEAR ROSWELL HAS
A STARTLING

Roswell, N. M., Aug. 27. Word waa
received yesterday In Roswell that
Wilbur Coe, a well known young man
in the White mountains,' while out
branding calves on his father's ranchi
last Sunday, had the exciting experience of roping a young bear.
As he was riding along the crest of
a fair size mountain he saw the "cub"
coming up the trail toward him. When

ha

the bear came within
yeards
tion.
scented the ? horse and reared upon
Would you make the trip again if
his hind feet to get a plaid "viata"
This is the
you had the chance?
e
of the strange sight that appeared
eternal question.
contemIn
him.
stood
Both
deep
Yes, hut I would prefer to make
plation, wondering which should turn
cific.
my second transcontinental journey
back and ran. Finally a keen whistle
"The trip made by the Times car over ft newj macadam highway.
from the young man frightened th
was in no sense an automobile stunt.
Are those the original tires you
"cub" and it wheeled to make Its getThe car used for the purpose was started with?
but the young man Immediately
away
"exThis question comes when the
purchased by The Times and no one
took down Ms rope and dashed upon
outside this office knows its mane. tras" we carry are looked over carehave been atthe bear and by a lucky toss lassoed It
There was no pretense of "finding fully.. Well we carried Los Angeles different appraisals
around the neck, and the bear instead
tempted.
New
York
to
Los
air
across
from
settled
a
Angeles
by
country
paths"
S. Nicholson estimat- large, family size, one dollar. A free
J.
Professor
of
climbing the tree toward which It
92,000,000 persons; the path across in one front tire and lost the air on
labor trial bottle will be sent, postpaid, if
was making was jerked with a terrlflo
tne continent was found fifty year Staten Island, and lost it while on the ed that in Great Britain human
was worth five times all you will write to Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
force against It The bear's neck was
. ago.
Neither was it' a race, although way to pay our respects to Governor capitalized
'
Mcnticello,
406 Washington street,
other
broken
capital.
and the cowpony almost Jerk- -'
;
car
Wilson.
bei
remarked
this
that
it may
Illinois.
.child
each
that
to
computed
ed
the
Engel
ground. Mr. Coe says he
How did the farmers treat you?
made the trip on its own wheels in110 marks
One man at Baldwin, Kan., came to cost 100 marks at birth,
wajpisqrry he broke its neck hut readistead of in freight cars as some "paUh
dt Is the easiest and
town primed for bear and ready, to the first year, 120 the second, and the minimum annual cost of this kind.
finders' have done.
One of the most common complaints ly confesses that
20 he will have cost 2,310
commisAt
such animals.
so
on.
the
Statistics
to
handle
compiled
by
softest
way
mem
that
with
was
are
in
hard
afflicted
us.
five
kill
returned
He
car
of
"The sending
this
working peoplo
one-ha-lf
die be- sioner of labor show that the average
with Is lame back. Apply Chamber
The mother hear Is still at large hut
the nature of an industrial crusade. It berships which he proposed to dis- marks, or $560. But
lain's liniment twice a day and mas- Mr. Coe Is carrying his Winchester
was the hope of The Times that jj tribute among his friends in the lit fore 2Q. Therefore each person who expenditure for Illness and death
the parts thoroughly at each ap instead of a lariat
sage
cost9
20
is
annum.
to
of
This
reachesl
$27
the
amounts
age
actually
per
journey would result in creating an tle town of Savonoerg.
and you will get quick relief.
plication,
How are you going to build this society much more than $560, possi- for worklngmen's families only. But
For sale by all dealers.
earnest, determined movement in faesif
as
to
the
if
$1,000,
as
even
DRAFT THE KANSAS PLATFORM.
this figure,
Engel's
applied
high
bly
vor of a national boulevard; replace highway?
areof
United
the
families
17,000,000
timates
correct,,
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 27. In accord-- ,
will
half
the
a
of
such'
The government
pay
vague sentiment in favor
estimated
for
bill
would
total
ance with the provisions of the
made the
States,
Profesfjor MJnjyoHSmith
road with a concrete definite call for cost and each state, through which
the
$460,000,-00women
between
and
and
men
for
death
that
;
atlon.
halt.
lllnesg
primary law the "councils" of
other
caring
the highway passes the
one.
The true cost may well be worth
the several political parties assemAn automobile, by the way, is rarely
Which is the banner state?
ages of 15 and 45 averaged $1,00D in
To what extent this hope has be'en
bled in Topeka today. The party
value. As to the value of immigrants more than twic this sum. Certainly a car or a machine, but usually a
realized is shown by the great ocean
Indiana, with 50,050 members.
councils are made up of the congressto this country. he'&ayss: "Every im- this estimate d more than safe and Is boat." "Boat," however, is not as
Which la the banner city?
to oce)an highway association that
Health is the foundation of all good men, members of the state legislature,
"boiler."
value
sum
labor
as
must
obtained
the
form
ac
as
of
by
or
in
recent
represent
must
settled
good
ony
This question
be
migrant
has sprung up in the path of the
looks. The wise woman realizes this olarfnra nnr! nnnntv
bftlnnen. Thrf
I think with at least the value of a slave. It using various estimates by experts.
"Boiler" is no heritage necessarily
Times ocean to ocean car, pledged io cording to the population.
and takes precautions to preserve her
is
InIt
but
of
the
of
of
sum
business
costs
each
steam
party counof
that
cars,
The
Is
111.,
the
immigrant
illness,
from the days
has the honors.
figured
work for the great road. Dell M. Highland,
health and strength through the pe- principal
state
them
of
thei
of
care
and
cost
is
to
M
cil
few
a
to
of
man
loss
or$875.
is
well
old
worth
prepare
How
a
platform.
J.
wages
official
cluding
vice!
and
very
Judge
applies
Potter,
president
riod of child hearing. She remains a
In a report issued recently on na- is thus $460,000,000 plus $500,000,000 which get overheated. A chauffeur pretty mother by avoiding as far as State chairmen also are to be selected
ganizer of the- - Ocean to Ocean High- Lowe?
He is about 60 years young, a Civil tional vitality. Professor Irving FiBh-e- or $960,000,000.
does not speak of the fuel he uses as possible the suffering and dangers of and arrangements completed for the
way association, was in the car
The above estimate is a general one gasoline or as some folks who are such occasions. This every woman coming state .campaign.
of Yale University, declared that
throughout the journey and the work war bugler and the best national
the ibest method of estimating the for all Illness. It would be possible not very well acquainted with automc-bile- s may do through the use of Mother's
of organization will therefore stand highwayman I've ever met.
The "Progressive" Party
What kind of a man is Colonel Dell economic value of life and its Increas- to offer figures for the particular losas official."
say "oil." The stuff he uses Friend, a remedy that has been so Ions
so much Is the individual, man iwjwoman, who
and
in
no
diseases.
use,
accomplished
M.
ses
the
is
Thus,
has
Potter?
for
so
capitalization
he
of
duration
ed
that
the
by
asked
were
always
particular
is
"gas",
Many questions
uses Foley Kidney PiHs !or backache,
One of the best fellows on earth, a of earning power.
from tuberculosis, the gross loss of distinctive phrase for acetylene, which good, that it is in no sense an exper- rheumatism, weak back. abd other kideditor relative to the tour, whioh he
which
a
but
always
iment
preparation
Dr. William Farr, of England, has earnings by Illness and of potential is uedlnsome headlightlng systems.
great orator and just the kind of or
ney and bladder irreiTnlaHttes. Foley
replies to in the following manner:
, srengthen- How many states did you cross?
ganizer we needed to make the trip a estimated that a baby born to an earnings cut off by death, together When a chauffeur says "oil" he. means
worth
amount
is
laborer
of
We started in California, crossed grand success. I'll get it for this.
the
with
Illness,
oil.
expenses
agricultural
to
In
nature
lubricate
as thoroughly
English
Its
lubricating
ncial esnlts. Contain kJ harmful
From the dealers?
the Colorado river into Arizona, then
In capitalized earning power about to more than $1,000,000,000, per an
The chauffeur has his own set of every muscle, nerve and tendon in- drugs. Never sold In bull. ..Put Bp In
'
How do the farmers seem to take to $25. This is the discounted value of num.
toured New Mexico, climbed the Ra
..
dislikes, which generally begins wita volved during the period before baby two sizes in sealed bottle. The genOf the sum mentioned, the loss to big employer and includes his car and comes. It aids nature by expanding uine in a yellow package. 5. Ok. Schaef-e- r
ton Pass into Colorado. We passed the idea?
ita future earnings estimated op Its
skin and tissues, relieves tenderand Red Cross Drug S ore.
They were the best of all an,d probable life less the discounted va the consumptives themselves aggre all the appointments on it. However, the
through Kansas and then Missouri .
ness
and soreness, and perfectly pre.
us
all the; way.
Our next triumph came in Illinois helped
lue of the; cost of rearing It during gates $660,000,000 leaving $440,000,000 In the presence of other chauffeurs he
pares the system for natural and safe
D. C. Bybee. teaming whtractor livHow much does it cost to make
then Indiana, then Ohio, West Vir
the period of dependence and main as the loss to other members of the is more than likely to defend the par- motherhood. Mother's Friend has been ing at 669
Court, Canton, I1L,
an
auto
across
old
s
the continent in
At least
of ticular "boat" he is handling and of used and endorsed by thousands of la now well Keeling
ginia, Pennsylvania Maryland, Dela- trip
community.
taining it when helpless, through
rid of a severe and annoyware, New Jersey and New Sork. mobile?
age. In the same way1 he estimate? these costs are preventable. Dr, course if It happens to be a fairly siz- mothers, and its use will prove a com- ing case of kidney trouble. His back
m
fort and benefit
Well, we estimated that for a tour- the value of a life at other ages.
pained and he was bothered with headCount; just fifteen states.
George M. Kober believes it ds con- ed, machine he describes
anything to any woman In M
aches
and dizzy spells. ";f took Foley
i
made
What is the distance you traveled ing car with five passengers, the cost
to
estimate
by
cost
servative
say that the annual
Discussing the
smaller than It as a "road louse." need of such a
.
Pills just as directed and in a
Kidney
excesa
would be $50
from Los Angeles to New York?
day. This is
Dr. Farr, the report by Professor Fish of typhoid fever in the Unied States That is particuuraly the phrase for remedy. Mother's
P, 11 U few days I felt much better. My life
The shortest ever routed by an au slve. The trip can easily be made at er says that in lieu of any estimates is $350,000,000 and Dr. L. O. Howard a taxlcab. There are some small toui Friend is sold at
and strength semeed to come back,
a cost of $5 per day for each person, for the United States we may take thinks that malaria alone costs the
drug stores. Write for free book foi
tomobile 2,433 miles.
now all over
ing cars which scuttle about the roads expectant mothers, which contains and I sleep well. I toamrecommend
Fomy trouble and glad
If you wish to be luxurious a cost of his figures for agricultural laborers country $100,000,000 annually, and the to which this name always Is applied.
Did you find the roads very bad?
much valuable information.
ley Kidney Pills." Try them. O. G.
$10 per passenger will give you the as
relative
the
Insect
diseases
$200,000,roughly,
"A
bunch of junk" is undoubtedly ESADFIELO REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Djrug Store.
generally
representing,
fat of the land and at the same time work of a man or woman in the Uni- 000.
.
pay the expenses of gasoline and up ted States. "To obtain the absolute
He points out that the one great
" said Professor Fisher, "we item of loss is the reduced value of
keep of the car.
D
How large a gasoline tank would need
("1"
simply to multiply those given by real estate in- malarial regions.
By
you use?
Farr by a constant factor represent drainage and destruction of mosqui
Thirty gallons.
ing the ratio between the average toes most of thia waste could be savWhich route do you prefer?
earnings in the United States and the ed.
The route of the Tlpies special. earnings which Farr uses as the yearThe cost of the care of the insane
old Santa Fe trail, the Boons-Lic- ly income of an agricultural laborer. and
is estimated ." by
Mrs. Burnside Escaped an Op The road and the Cumberland
pike. We take, In the absence of any good Charles L. Dana, at $85,000,001) an
How much will it cost to build the statistics, $700 per annum as a guesB, nually. Experts say that what fraction
eratibn
Taking Lydia E.
road? It will take engineers to an but a safe minimum for the average of these costs Is preventable it Is dif
Pinkham's Vegetable
swer that. It will not cost
earnings of workers of all grades, ficult to say. The economic loss due
as much as we appropriate in one from day laborers to railroad presi- to 'alcohol has been variously esti
Compound.
year for our rivers ana harbors im dents. This assumes that all of the mated. Of the billion dollars found
Maboningtown, Pa. "For three years provements.
the working years are actually em- to represent the cos of illness by far
I suffered untold misery every month,
Do you prefer the southern route?
h
the major part is avoidable. Tills is
ployed In work. But since about
and had to stay in
Why, that is the Santa Fe trail.
of the persona of working age the belief of the best observers. There
bed the first two or
are not, workers, but are supported for are no exact principles of prevent- three days. I also
n
the most part by earnings of capital, ability.
had a displacement
CONGRESS
down
cut
to
should
be
and other ailments
the average
It is safe to conclude, however, that
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
s
Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 27.
of this figure, or $525." at least half a million dollars could
peculiar to women.
became so weak With a display of enthusiasm that
He has mot only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
With the present population of the be saved from the present cost of illand run down I could
well for a successful and In United States, statistics
show that ness. This does not Include the loss
augurs
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
scarcely walk across
an- there are always more than three mil es from
twenty-thirthe
''
session,
'due
teresting
,.
statements.
to
work
inefficient
drunk
floor.
the
the
of
nual
the
stole
For
on
list.
althe
meeting
lion
or
enness
vicious
habits.
It
other
persons
"The doctor told
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stale.
congress assembled in most part these persons are older so does not include the cost of "unme I would never be Commercial
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
well unless I would Salt Lake- CHty today. President A. than the average. Investigation shows due fatigue" which there is every reaadvised
was
I
but
an
called
C.
Trumbo
'the that morbidity Increases with age in son to believe exceeds In Its effect
undergo
operation,
gf Oklahoma,
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
by my mother to take Lydia E. Pinkham's gathering to order. The roll call geometric progression.
of
means
on
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
By
efficiency the loss from illness. .,
Vegetable Compound and after I had ta- showed a
attendance
that
and
arithmetic
Dr.
M.
has
estimated
Gould
assuming
.,
George
simple
well.
and
I
good secure repeat orders.
ken four bottles I am strong
all of the states of average earnings In. the working pe that sickness and
death In the United m '
have got others to take your medicine of delegates from
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it-is
States cost $3,000,000,000 annually, of i
with the same good results and they can- the Mississippi and Missouri valleys riod are $700, and that only
.
the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
and those making up the western half
not say enough for " Mrs. J. A.BURN-SIDof the one million potential which at least a third is regarded as I
r
Pa.
Maboningtown,
of the country. Welcomes and re Workers would heoocupied.lt is found preventable.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, beThousands' of unsolicited and genuine sponses, the appointment, of commit- that more than $500,000,000 la lost In
cause, .however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
testimonials like the above prove the ef- tees and business of a routine nature
"Were all medicines as meritorious
earnings.
have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
Pinkham's
E.
may
Vegetaficiency of Lydia
occupied the initial session. Tomor
The cost of medical atendance, med as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
ble Compound.
in telling others of their goodness.
would
Diarrhoea
world
money
the
row the delegates will take up the icine, nursing and other necessities is
Remedy
be much better off and the percentage
Women who suffer from those distressSome1
of
business.
New
York
A
conjectured by Dr. Biggs in
of suffering reatly decreased," writes
facta regular program
ing ills should not lose sight of these Pinkof the foremost men of the nation are to average for the consumptive poor Lindsay Scott,
of Temple, Ind. For
or doubt the ability of Lydia E.
ham's Vegetable Compound to restore here to engage in an exchange of at least $1.50 per day of illness. The sale by all dealers.
views on the parcels post, the world cost per day of other illnesses! than
their health.
Mr. W. S. Gahsalus, a farmer living
peace movement, the opening of the tuberculosis is presumably
greater, near
doubt
tlie
have
slightest
If you
Fleming, Pa.,- says he has used
that lydia 13. Pink ham's Vegeta- Panama canal, land reclamation, im- and also the cost per day for other Chamberlain's
Colic. Cholera and Dible Compound will help you. write migration, good roads, cuVrency re classes is higher than for the poor. arrhoea
Remedy in his family for four
to Lydia li.Pinkham Medicine Co. form,
drainage, Irrigation, transporta- Aplylng thte to the 3,000,000 years teen years, and that he has found it to
(confidential! Lynn, 11 ass., for advice. Your letter will be opened, tion and other subjects of live public of Illness annually experienced, we hp an excellent remedy, and takes
In recommending it. For
read and answered by a woman, Interest.
should have $1,500,000,000 In all as pleasure
ale by all dealers.
and lield in strict confidence.
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people liars afl iu Hie reckless and
untrue statements to which he Is addicted, for he knows the penalty of
But file work of the
perjury.
has been of great value in
showing the truth of things denied by
ticcsevelt.
o

Iff

tNEEUNG

M.

PADGETT

It is not very hard to recognize a
sufferer from hookworm disease. Not
only is he pallid and emaciated, but
even his style of speech is affected by
the mental enervation that accom
Entered at the postoffice at East panies the malady. Walter H. Page
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- in the World's Work for September
sion through the United States malls gives the) following aialogue between
a Porto Rican and a physician:
a.i Becond class matter.
What Is your name?
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:
Per Copy
One Week ..'
One Month
i it.
.i
nt ViW.
n.W hii' Mail"'"' ' J'

'

Silver City, N. M., Aug. 27 For
years the curious rock formation at
Santa Rita known as the "Kneeling
Nun" has inspired the poetic muse of
residents and tourists alike and some
very beautiful verse has appeared
from time to time, based on the legend which has been handed down by

the conquestadores.
Juana.v
The following is the earliest known
Juana what? '
was
poem connected therewith. It
SilJuana Maldbnada.
''
published in the "Mining Life," a
is
What
the
on
matter
Sepwith
now
extinct,
you?
...'.$6.00
ver City paper,
One Year . .
What 1s the matter with me?
h;u :.lfV.. f m .00
tember 20. 1873. The initials "J. M."
Yes; What'is the matter with you? stand for John Wood, a miner and
'
I get tired.
prospector who lived in this section
Where do you live?
'weekly optic and sjock
at that time and possessed consider
'
.
Who I?
GROWER ,
able poetic ability judging from the
2'00
Cine. Yfiar
Yes; you,! Where do you live?
effusions which appeared in nearly
1.00
Over' there" (pointing toward the every Issue of the paper. Concerning
'
!x Months
;
mountains.) ; :;
the author O. U Scott, the editor,
In what barrio?;; ;
now resides at Red Stone, north
who
(Cash in Advance tor Mall SubscripIn what barrio?
Altos, where he conducts a
Pinos
of
tions)
Yes, in what barrio?
saw
mill,
says Wood was quite a po
Remit by draft, check or money
El Aoneauto.'
and a famous character in
etic
geisSuB
not
will
order. If sent otherwise we
This man was not stupid: after these parts in those early days.
be responsible for loss.
he was cured he answered al! such
Specimen copies free on applica- questions promptly and intelligently.
Legend of Santa Rita.
tion.
Mr. Page thinks ! that the hookworm
(Written expressly for Mining Life.)
s
is responsible" for
of the
roct
AT
DISCONTINUED
( Santa Rita is an enormous
PAPERS
apparent laziness, stupidity, and defemale
figure,
a
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
kneeling
generacy of the "poor whites" of the resembling
northeast of Silver
PAID FOR
about 15 miles
south. ''
distance seems
that
from
City, and
about 12 or 15 feet tall, but in reality
Advertisers are guaranteed the
Is' nearly 150 feet.
It kneels facing
largest dally and weekly circulation
a nreclpice some 200 feet high, and is
of any newspaper in Northwestern
the most prominent feature in the
New Mexico.
whole county except Cook's Peak. The
legend of an early day, is that a nun.
TELEPHONES
n one of the numerous Jesuitical
Main 2
BUSINESS OFFICE
committed an offense for
Colonel
convents,
at
the
is
to
Roosevelt
speak
NEWS DEPARTMENT ......Main 9 Minnesota State fair
was condemned to death,
which
in
she
Septemearly
ber.
and her soul banished to this roci.
TTTESMY. AUGUST 27, 191',
Arthur E. Reimer, the socialist la- until the action of the elements re
bor candidate for president, Is only leased it to join the blessed throng
UNCOVERING A HYPOCRITE 35 years old.
of the redeemed.)
""T"The progressive party in New York Oh kneeling saint, at lofty shrine,
John D, Archbold, on the stand
state has selected tor its official emCarved out by nature's lhand divine,
the" senate sulxommitee just now blem a moosehead
within a black Thou stand'st monument sublime
Of wonder and of fear.
investigating the campaign contribu- square...
tions and expenditures of Theodore
W. Bourka Cochran, formerly the
Jtooseveit In 1904, haa confirmed the star orator of
Tammany hall, has de- For underneath that rocky heart
made toy Senator clared himself in favor of Roosevelt
charges previously
Thy troubled soul can ne'er find rest
bwv. AwhTioirt testified that
Til time has wrought the. dread b
for president.
Tie had fcc'jb. Elicited toy CornelKJ , William J. Bryan has promised to
hest
'.
And worn away the stone.
fStunip tfeo &i.te of Inuiana this fall
in the interest of the democratic nathat ihouuhbold) contributed
O00 for, til company, of which. $100,- tional and state tickets.
For ages yet, the storms that ring
Above thy rocky crest
O00 vent nto the general campaign
Col. John T McGraw, democratic
fund and 25,000 went direct to Pen national committeeman rrom West Or gentle south winds murm'rlng low
Like dreams of peaceful rest,
rose for uk in Pennsylvania,
Virginia, has announced his candidacy
Now Roosevelt claims, without
for the seat of United States Senator
"
Shall shriek in terror 'round thy form
further than Cortelyou's "I Watson.
:'
have no eeollectIon," Uiat he wrote
It Is said that more representatives .JVhen darkly howls the midnight,
.
several letters to Cortelyou demanding in congress have voluntarily declined
sloM,
that this I Standard Oil contribution to stand ,, for renomination this year Or lingering in the sunbeams warm
That lie upon thy breast.
be returned- Roosevelt was very in- than ever before in the history of the
sistent upon that, he says. Yet some government.
The democrats' had 162 votes in the But all unheeded is the storm
time; after the first contribution was
Or gentle south wina blowing
made Bliss again visited Archbold and electoral college four years ago.
warm,
asked for; more money. Not a word Tihey must have 266 votes in the next
was said atbout the return of the first electoral college In order to elect the Or breath of flowers, or song of
birds
contribution. Bliss said that Roose- president. - '' '' ' 1
velt was gi ateful for this Standard Oil
Kentucky has the largest number of Thy soul in silence dwells.
A 1.
" AaratnnA" that negro voters 75,000.
Pennsylvania
lor such favors the administration comes second with 70,000, and Mary For thus the dread decree was given
When lightnings flashed athwart
would not be hard on the business land, New York, Missouri and Illinois
the heavens
come next in the list.
which Archbold represented.
Comparatively few persons are ac- The Bulphurous forms of hell were
It is an insult to American intellibe- quainted with the fact that since Andriven
gence to try to make the people
And shrieked tl) demons wild.
lieve that Roosevelt actually wanted drew, JackifOn no president of the
this IIOO.OM returned to the Stand- United States has served two consecu
That thou, the sainted bride of
ard Oil company, or that he expected tive lerms jexcept General Grant.
to
The
Heaven,
feei
Aaron
close
S.
was
the
Watkins,
very
be.
Cortelyou
It to
too dark to tell,
Roosevelt and It was unnecessary t prohibition party candidate for vice ; For crimes
a rcyky form
Entombed
within
recof
the
written
will
United
president
elaborate
an
States,
make such
sliouldst
dwell.
thon
For
of
be
ages
stiotlfled
of his nomination
formally
ord of the alleged resentment
horne" in Ada, O., on Septem
his
at
further
testified
Archbold
Roosevelt.
shouldst know no
6.
Thy guilty soul
that when Bliss came for the second ber
rest,
Roosesaid
W.
of
John
Representative
he
Dwlght
contribution of $150,000
No sainted one from 'mongst the
velt was "pleased" with the first tout the Thirtieth - New York district,
who
blest,
beenhas
j
with
the
of
more
"pleased"
republican whip
that he would be
d- the house for several years, has decid- No angel come at God's behest
Oil
Standard
the
But
second.
the
To guard thee In the wild. .
irector declined to add to their con ed that he will not again be a can
didate for congress.
j
tribution, saying they thought they
The contest for the republican noift
long ages yet to be
had done enough. It was here that
and prayer should
hope
only
inatioa
Thy
for
of
Standard
Massachusetts
governor
Had
the
started.
t he trouble
this
is..
debetween
year,
Joseph ;Walkey,
Oil company honored the second
former speaker of thq state, assemb, Oh God but grant me liberty?
mand everything would have gone on
All else
will abide'.. ,
and Everett C. Benton, a former
well. But Roosevelt, according'to the
'
member of "the- governor's council.
was
Penrose,
Senator
of
statements
The women" are to vote this year The rocky form is fading slow,
more.
not satisfied and demanded
The summer heat and winter snow,
for
president in the states of Colothen
not
was
forthcoming,
When more
storm king and the zephyrs low
The
rado,
Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Califor
he ibtsEMi to to show his teefh and
Will wear away the stone.
nia and Washington. The six states
storm.
have a total of thirty-eigh- t
votes in
The announcement that George W.
And often yet when sweeps the storm
the
electoral
college.
on
is
stand
the
be
ipnt
Perkins lis to
Abont Saint Rita's crest
Swedish-AmericaThe
republican
Interesting. Not that he is charged
The prayer of agony is heard
tot
league,
an
"many
influential
years
in
instrumental
with being directly
d
Within the
breast
factor In Illinois politics, has decided
securing the contributions of the to take no
active
in
the
Roosepart
present
Standard Oil company to the
And many a mother tella her child
velt campaign "of 1904, but Perkins campaign because of dissension in its
"When shriek the demons fierce and
caused
formation
membership
the
by
knows a great deal that may throw
wild
of
the
third
party.
light upon conditions at that time and
are laughing at the hopeless cry
They
is
It
estimated
new
that
5,000,000
decidedsubsequently. It would be of
That rends Saint Rita's breast.
voters will appear, in the general elec
ly greater interest if the
J. W.
tions
next
November.
will
be
There
would lasso Roosevelt himself and
3,650,000 male voters enfranchised oy
will
and
this
probably
mt him sworn,
be done. Under oath the Bull Moose age alone, and about 1,350,000 women
and newly naturalized citizens.
Optta
Everybody reads
plight not bo as free In calling other
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Umph?
I say, what is your name?
What is my name?
Yes, What, is your name?
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TALKS.

EDITOR

the United Statea has been practically
marking time as to vo'ume. It Is
FOOD
sometimes
misleading to measure
progress In values; ana just now we
In need oi expansion
are
LAND in theparticularly
volume of trade. This should
a
need
certainly come. The railroads
larger tonnage quite as much as better rates; and such an outcome would
be a more
satisfactory solution of
their present dilemma than any adCROPS ARE DECLARED TO BE vance in freight rates by the interstate commerce commission, whlcl"
ASSURED WITH EXCEPTION
would only be passed on to the ultiOF COTTON.
mate consumer and serve to Increase
New York, Aug. 27. This is the the cost of living. Nevertheless!, tl
season when crops are the controlling railroad cannot be starved; and, it
AND
$3.90
factor in business. At the moment no adequate increase in the volume
CASH
the outlook is for a much bigger ag- of traffic is forthcoming, it I diffito
can
how
see
cult
make
they
any
ricultural product in both quantity
KtaULAIf KETAIL VALUB, tfS.OO
W parchwed ieveral h crlort of thla tobemnlfnl
and values than the country has ever further concessions to labor, unless
(IOK1XO
BO eXOIBlv
B1V9 3
.nuhlml
rn;inul if(iirnr
A big wheat crop, fine permitted to correspondingly advance
experienced.
til
In weight and quality, has already their rates. This is the one serious
...!!"''..vwiv. i,T. .ni.k.
-(.nth
.'""!"',"'
h,
vmu
man
in
auy
rraui
rorieM
in
uallty
ike
manufacturer and oareeifei. a of LABABRB'fl Wonr.
been harvested and Is bringing good offset to the good effects! of big crops
Bv
Sid na
There is a coupon In
or ep
" renone) oro er, iod and
eoupons and $3.S0 In caah, draff, poatol
The biggest corn crop on so far as the railroads, are concerned.
prices.
freight. AdOreia
upoua
you one of thnne beautiful eetaoibytue
Larabee Hour .M'll" ?,"u''
mittance o The China Department
The money market shows a hardenrecord will soon begin to be garner
I- to write your name and ad
Kan.aa. Be
auhiu.on,
for Koicera' toilverwej
The coupons in LABABEB'S Flour are aiao iroodcircular.
ed. This crop has has already over ing tendency. Bank reserves are lownd other valuable premiumaAak for deacrlplive
v
come Its backwardness and is now er than for the last two years. WestGEfJ
EMPRESS, you know, 1$ that "Mighty-Good- "
normal as to time. In another ween ern demands are growing, and are
a
D
makes
Flour
that
Delijht
Baking
or two cutting will become more gen sure to he heavy because of the big
eral; and if frost is only escaped In cirop and trade movement now in
the corn belt until the usual date, promise. The banks have been some
Tr a Sack You'll Like
which is about October, 1, the biggest relieved by the payment of German
crop on record will then be practically loans, but Canadian banks have large
safe. Some enthusiastic estimates sums on deposit here which will prob- Prices have risen generally, though should feel free to go ahead with rea-- '
are running as high as. 3,000,000,000 ably he shortly drawn upon for with considerable irregularity, which sonable confidence in tne future.
bushels.
The only Important crop movement of the Canadian
crops. served to encourage trading operaJust now the- stock market is payconcerning which there Is real uncer Germany may attempt to borrow here tions. In all probability the advance ing more attention to the tariff than
Present expecta- again, so the outlook is distinctly for would have been more pronounced Is warranted. The strongest shares
tainty la cotton.
tions are for a 14,000,000-balhad It not been for the feeling or un- on the list have been the metal group,
yield or firmer rates during the autumn.
Our merchandise exports In July certainty regarding the railroad and
over, but another three or four weeks
especially copper ana steel. Railroad
of good weather is necessary to bring amounted to $147,200,000, or $19,100,-00- political, situation. There are still a stocks are also strong, and as for
more than a year ago. Our im- few individuals who, fearful of radi- bonds there has been a somewhat
these results. As August Is usually
a month of deterioration In cotton, ports during the same period reached cal tendencies, fail to see that cor- wider Inquiry. It is argued that LonIt would be well to nold extreme op- $148,600,000, or $30,500,000 in excess recting influences arei quietly at work don should be-- ' a better buyer ot
timism somewhat in reserve. It is of last year. This latter Increase In various directions. The chief and American stocks, since money is likealready an old story that we have se- caused an excess of imports for the perhaps the only reasonable basis of ly to be plentiful there and seeking
cured big crops of hay, oats, fruit, month of $1,332,000, compared with an uncertainly In mercantile affairs is good Investments.
If this prove true.
etc.
short of disastrous excess of exports a year ago of $9,640,-00- the tariff. With the prospect of lower it will be a welcome aid to the distribNothing
'
So sudden a reversal of our for- schedules, retailers, jobbers and man- ution of new bond issues which have
weather, therefore, can now prevent
a year of
prosperity eign trade situation is very unusual. ufacturers alike refuse to stock up. lately somewhat congested this marfor the American farmer. This means It will be noted that our exports were They do not want to be caught with ket. The outlook, as remarked in our
a powerful stimulus to many lines of very heavy In spite of the declining large supplies on hand In face of a previous issues, is still for a steadily
industry. The corn crop by itsJlf tendency in breadstufv
shipments. rush of Importations when the lower broadening and, more active market
is of incalculable value, because" of The striking feature and the only duties go ' Into effect. Both parties The logical tendency should be still "
the many directions in which it is reason for this remarkable change in are, however, agreed that the tariff on the improving siae, though we are
utilized as food or for manufacturing our trade balance was the tremendous must be reduced. Both are agreed likely to see occasional sharp reacin im- also that the reduction shall be made tions owins; to the temptations to
Cotton, too, is one of the increase of over $30,000,000
purposes.
vital elements In our national pros- ports, due chiefly to heavy arrivals of in a manner that will not injure busi- take profits and the dissatisfaction
perity; being one o our mainstays rubber, coffee, sugar, copper, tin, ness. One side believes in tariff for of some financial leaders over the
in the export trade, as well as a rul- hides, etc.
In other words, high protection; the other In tariff for hpndicap of rate restrictions on rail
ing factor In our textile Industries. prices are having their ultimate ef- revenue only.' This Is the only essen-tia- l roads and the political outlook.
'
These two great crops will not only fect in drawing larger supplies from
HENRY CLEWS.
difference between the two parvitalize many industrial pursuits, but abroad. If continued this tendency ties. In some quarters it is argued
will also enable our farmers to be will have an unfavorable effect upon there will be no change until DecemNOTICE.
liberal buyers of both luxuries and our foreign exchanges and might ber, 1913, when the new congress
Notice is hereby g ven that the ofnecessities during the coming win- check the demand .for our invest- elected this fall convenes.' On the ficial paper of ine New Mexico Catter.
ments; but it should be rememberad other hand, tariff
agitation seems tle Sanitary Board will on SeptemLocal
merchants throughout the that the season Is near when we ship probable during the remainder of the ber 1, 1912, oe changed from the Las
northwest are confident of good busi cotton In large quantities, and the session between December next and Vegas Optic, of Las
ness this autumn. The leading bank probabilities are tnat we will have Its close in March, hut action is
Roswell ftews of Roswell, New
y the
ers in that section are, also exceeding more grain to spare for export than
There is some Mexico. After the above date all no- Impossible.
.Railroad managers a year ago; ocean freights having al- talk of a special season after- the in- tices of estraya will bo' published in
ly optimistic.
throughout the northwest aTe strain- ready risen very sharply In anticipa- auguration of the new president,, as the News.
ing every effort to avoid a congestion tion of a big outward movement this was the case when Mr. Taft went into
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
of traffic when the crops begin to fall.
W. J, LBSTWOOD, Secretary.
office, in which event a new tariff
While the stock market has not bill might be enacted
move. Reports of an Impending car
by next July.
famine are coming from all directions, responded as promptly as expected by But this is all problematical. . One
"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
and can only be averted by shippers the more sanguine to the influence of thing, however, should he
as dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
accepted
with the rail big crops,. It- has nevertheless shown Iflnal. There will be no destructive and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
promptly
roads In ' avoiding Such conditions'. a persistent hardening tendency. tariff revision, and business men Qebhardt, Oriole, Pa. There Is nothing better. For sale by all dealers.
One of the most beneficial effects ot
a big harvest would be its tendency
to reduce the cost of living. Food, the
principal Item in the cost of living
to the masses, will certainly be
cheaper at first hands; and if there
Is not a substantial decline in the
prices of breadstuffs and meats next
winter it will hot be the fault of the
American farmer. The blame, If any,
'will be more llkeiy to fall upon the
distributor.
The activity of the iron trade continues phenomenal. Prices have risen
$6 to
$8 per ton from the lowest
poilnt.
Many plants are running to
the full limit oi their capacity, and
complaints are increasing of tardy
The demand for steel products, of course, comes chiefly from
INTENSELY INTERESTING NEW GOWNS.
the railroads, which are compelled tc
We want you to see the
renew .both equipment and rails upon
beautiful new creations which the season has brought forth. Beauan extensive scale. The possibility
that steel prices will advance still furtiful beyond description. Modish garments every line of them
ther is also forcing out many orders
speaks'of styleand quality. All the new shades are here combined
which have been deferred as long as
Orders tor jails thus far
possible.
wiuVthe very latest fabrics. To the seeker of the best to be had
in August have reacned over 300,000
these will certainly appeal. There is no woman who cannot find
tons and are quite likely to exceed
450,000 tons before the month closes.
a gown thatmeets her every requirement as to style, make and fit
There is also a notable increase In
and besides these things the prices will in every case prove to be
the construction of large buildings In
our principal cities,'- which, of course,
' ' "
"
a gratifying surprise.
consumes heavy" quantities of iron,
This is proving the secondfetemfe'nt of
importance in the iron industry. The
POSITIVELY NO TWO
Iron trade has always been'ieonsldered
one of our best barometers, and Its
activity in this instance can be dlrecfr
ly attributed to increased traffic and
Housing requirements following the
We will also be pleased to show the greatest line of
growth of a wonderfully active population.
Ladies' Swell Tailored Suits ever exhibited in our city
- With the two greatest industries in
See the New Coats
the country farming and steefl In
such sound and active condition, how
long will It be possible to defer business activity? "At present business is
prosperous here and there because of
"The
FOR
SATISthe liberal profits arising from adEVERY
about
the
vancing prices, but what
W ft i
v
FACTION
volume of business? That is not inr
THING
"
fe
GUARAN.
.11.
.1 r
creasing satisfactorily. While Europe id
NEW
has been enjoying an enormous trade
TEED
expansion during the last two years,
quite as great in quantity as in value.

RI" CHEAPER

SUBJECT OF

HOW A HOOKWORM VICTIM
M.
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set" for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
.-
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MAN-MILLE-

ALL GROCEKS
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record-breakin-

g

prac-tlcall-
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NEW EVE N I N G

D R ESSES

JUST RECEIVED BY EXPRESS
$17.50 to $45.00

Bought By Our Buyer, Now in New York City, Expressly
for the Reception to Be Given By The Elks Wednesday Night

ALIKE..A Very Unusual Collection

Prices $15 fn MO

Store or Quality"
ill
III'.

E.LasVegas.
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'
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PERSONALS

STANDING OF THE CLUBS.
Natolnal League.
'" .
Won
Pet
New York i.
81
34
.706
41
75'
.047
Chicago'..

Ut

'.

Pittsburg .....
Philadelphia ..

AMsie E. Sawyer of Chacon was a
visitor in Las Vegas today.
E. A. Bell of Holman came in last
evening from his home on business. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mcintosh are li
the city from their home in Kingman,

i

i

Ariz.
Miss Fraces Maestas returned this
afternoon from a two weeks' visit iu
Denver.
Vicente Martine, a merchant of' La
Llendre, was in Las Vegas today on
business.
Miss Wheeler, daughter of Captain.
E. B. Wheeler, left this afternoon on
train No. 10 for Boston.
C. C. Robblns and Harry W.
Kelly
of Gross Kelly and Company left this
afternoon on a short business trip to
Tucumcarl.
"
J. C. Johnsen, of the firm of J. C,
Johnsen and Son, left this afternoon
on a business "trip to his former home
in Aspen, Oolo.
Mr. Greenberger, rojnletor of the
Boston Clothing house, returned this
afternoon from El Porvenir, where he
has been spending several days.
Mrs. E. C. Mead, who has been In
Las Vegas for the past six weeks visiting her eon, Rufus Mead, left this
afternoon for the Mead ranch north
"
of Denver.
Eelf Wingo, Harry Wlngo, Walter
Hoke and Leo Tipton returned last
inght from a two days' fishing trip to
the Valley ranch. They made the
trip in the Wingo touring car.
Samuel Greenberger, son of Mr. and
Mrs. M. Greenberger, will leave early
in September for Ann Arbor, Mich.,
where he will enter the University of
was
Michigan. oYung Greenberger
graduated from the Las Vegas high

Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Boston

....

68

4U

.....56

58

55

63
65
74
81

52

..... ....i'i
.

So

.581
.491
.466
,444
.368
.302

'

j

1

I

j

'

,

Boston

school

American
,

:....

Washington
Philadelphia ..

League.
Won Lost
82

37

..... .75

Chicago

60

......56

Cleveland
New York
St Louis

,

52'
41

:'.:'.. V

.689
.620
.610
.508
.459
.441
.353
.317

46
46
58
66
66
75
82

72

Detroit

38

Western League.

t

Won

Lost

Pet.

......75
70

64
56
66

..65

63

.581
.566
.656
.508
.496
.484
.458
.364

-

Denver
Omaha
St. Joseph
Lincoln
Des Moines

......73

.....

'.

02
62

Siou. 0t)T'
Wichita
Topeka

... .....69
!?X. ,
4s

'
.

63
66
70
82

5--

3--

last June.

Lorenzo Delgado left this afternoon
on train No. 10 for Excelsior Springs
A NEW GUNBOAT
and other points in Missouri. Mr. DelCalif., Aug. 27. A sister
Vallejo,
gado, who is mayor of the West side
and county clerk, has not had a vaca- ship to the gunboat Monocacy will be
ortion 4n the past three years and ex- built at Mare Island. Telegraphic
were
from
received
to
work
ders
begin
to
enjoy a well earned month of
pects
Washington this morning. Both gunrest.
will be used in Chinese waters.
boats
Judge C. J. Gavin arrived this afternoon from his home in Denver to at- Authorization for the gunboat Just or
1898.
tend the dedication of the newome dered was made by congress in
under the
of Las Vegas Lodge No. 408 B. P. O. Great Britain objected
treaty of 1812 to the use of the gunElks. Judge Gavin who is a past
on the Great Lakes, as was
boat
one
be
will
ruler of i the lodge,
14 years the conof the principal speakers at the ser- planned, and, after
now
been
tract
'
has
let
vices
ex-alt-er

tonight.

,

'

KILLED
Kitten. Hot waffles and
Guests of a small
maple syrup every morning.
Michigan avenue hotel were panic
stricken early today when an unldeii- SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
iifiedmanetrolled Into the lobby and
For parties remaining one month or announced that he was "going to kill
.through, the season. Address Harvey's everybody in sight" ;
."Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' ofDrawing a revolver, he fired three
fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
shots at Ross O'Dell, the clerk, who
returned the fire, sending five bullets
TODAY'S BASEBALL
into his assailant's body. The man
American League
probably was . fatally injured. The
New York, Aug. ?27. First game:
police believe he is Insane. O'Dell
MAN
Chicago, Aug. 27.

Uwts

BAD

R.H.E, wag uninjured.
8 13

New York
Cleveland

.4

10

101

3

"

3

MEYER IS ILL
Batteries JMcConnell and Sweeney;
Hamilton, Mass., Aug. 27. SecreBaskette, Kahler and O'Neill, Carsich. tary of the Navy George von Meyer,
who arrived at his home here dast
Western League
night, is somewhat indisposed as a reDes Moines, Aug. 27. Des Moines sult of a slight attack of Indigestion
'
At his
before he left Washington.
lost to St Joseph today in a
H.E. home it was said the secretary had
game.
4 6 4 not been very Ill4but that he felt the
Des Moines ..
13 I effects; of the extreme
heat In the
:St. Joseph
Batteries- - Hueston and McGraw; Capital City. It is expected that after
a few days' rest he will fully recover,
Jackson, Woldring and Gossett

.......8

With a beaulif-i- l public reception
this afternoon betwepn the hours 'of
2 and 6 o'clock the new cHib house "f
Las Vegas Lodge No. 408 B. P. O
ElUs was formally
Never
opened.
i.
beforejias there been held in Las
a prettier and more su?C3S8fI
public affair than that of this afternoon. Several hundred persous accepted the general invitation of The
16dge, to visit the beaudftu new home
and enjoy the unexcelled hospialiiy
of the Elks.
Every member of the order present
acted as a reception committee of
one to extend i. welcome to the many
visitors and th affair was enjoyable
from start to finish. The visitors were
escorted through the spacious and
beautifully furnished home by tne
members of the lodge. Every part of
the building was thrown open to tbe
public, and true Elk hospitality was
extended on every side.
' The Kohn
five piece orchestra
played during the reception, the
music adding much to the gaiety and
success of the affair. Delicious refreshments were served to the swarm
of people that cdme and went duringl
the afternoon. A number of short
speeches of welcome were on the program. The ladies of the lodge assisted materially in the success of the reception.
Tonight in the lodge room of the
new home will be held a regular business meeting. Several candidates will
Other
be Initiated on this occasion.
important business will also be
brought before the meeting, which
will be one of the largest evr held in
Las Vegas. During the business
meeting the dedication of the home
will be performed by the members of
the grand lodge. These beautiful and
impressive ceremonies will be followed by a banquet and smcner in the
banquet hall of the home. The attendance of every member of thae local lodge is iexpected. and alf visiting
Elks are cordially invited to attend
the affair of this evening.
Several prominent Elks, members
of the local lodge are on the program
Judge .
of tonight for addresses.
Gavin, of Denver, who is a past
exalted ruler of Las Vegas Lodge No.
be one of the principal
408, will
of
the evening. Judge D.
speakers
J. Leahy, O. A. Larrazolo and A. A.
Jones will also address the meeting.
"
The presence of members of the
lodges In Santa Fe, Raton and Albuquerque is expected at the dedication
tonight and the ball tomorrow and
many past members of Las Vegas
lodge now residents of other cities
will attend the services and Jollification.
,
The Bistofll orchestra will play during the smoker and banquet tonight
wihich will add to tne Jollity and spirit of the occasion. The big leed will
be one of the most palatable ever
served, under the direction of Tiler
Ralph Gohlke, and that's going some,
for he has dished up many a banquet
fit for a king. Thepe will be an abundance everything, even to lemonade
and pretzels, so the larger the crowd
Ve-ga-

'"'
V
the merrier.
The grand ball, which will bring to
a conclusion the two days' celebration, will be1' held tomorrow night in
the new home. This will be an elab
orate affair. To this Elks only, ac
companied by as many ladles as they
wish to bring are cordially invited
Ladies, whether accompanied by Elks
or not, are urged to be present.
The wives of the Elks have taken
an active interest in the reception of
this afternoon and in the baile, and
if the success of the affair tomorrow
night equals that of this afternoon it
dance. All Elks
will be "some"
should bring their cards tonight and
'
tomorrow night.
.

If your teeth are fit, chew, chew,
chew, until the food Is liquid and
insists on being swallowed.

Hasty
Nervous

If the teeth are faulty, soften Grape-Nut- s
with , Ihot milk or cream, or
allow to stand a minute soaking in
cold cream.

-

"There's a Reason" as follows;
form
of hard and brittle granules, intend
ed to be ground up by the teeth;
that work not only preserves the
teeth but brings down the saliva
from the gums so necessary in the
primary work of digestion.
Grape-Nut-

Chewing
of Food

s

ffood

is

in the

DECLARES THERE
POSTMASTER
WIL BE NO MAIL DISTRIBUTION ON SUNDAY

Postmaster F. O. Mlood said this
morning that the new ruling closing
all first and second class offices on
Sundays would he put Into force next
Sunday. The ruling will prevent the
distribution of any mail on Sundays
except matter bearing special delivery
stamps. Those who have been getting their mall in' lock boxes on Sundays no longer will enjoy that privilege. Sunday papers will be a Monday morning luxury. It's pretty tough
on the pampered public but a mighty
nice thing for the postal clerks, whom
Uncle Sam wishes to treat like human beings by allowing them as much
rest as possible on Sunday.
Mr., Blood has received the following Instructions from the postmaster
general's office:
The postoffloe appropriation act for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1913,
provides:
"That hereafter postofflces of the
first and second classes shall not be
open on Sundays for the purpose of
delivering mail to the general public,
but this provision shall not prevent
the prompt delivery of special deliv
i
ery mail."
Under .ihss law you will close the
windows,
general delivery, carriers
and lock boxes and discontinue all deliveries by carriers on Sunday. You
will note, however, that special delivery mall is excepted and you will
therefore arrange to have on duty a
sufficient force to handle this mall
matter promptly.
The department desires to reduce
Sunday work to the minimum so that
as many of the employes as possible
may enjoy a complete day of rest on
You should, therefore, reSunday.
quire only a sufficient number of
clerks to report for duty on that day
in order that transit mall and the
mail collected for dispatch may be
handled without delay. If no mall Is
dlsipatehed on Sunday a very early collection should be made on Monday
morning and the mall for local delivery distributed before the carriers
leave for their first trip.
Respectfully,
C.

R. GBANFIELD,
General.

First' Assistant Postmaster

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Aug. 27. Adjournment
of congress and optimistic statements
from high quarters amplifying known
crop conditions were tbe'factors which
supplied material for another moder
ate forward movement in stocks today. The advance took in the usual

speculative favorites and other
of Importance, many of which rose
a point or more, while the Tobbaco
specialties were up 1 to 4 points.
Trade flattened out 'before noon with
general recessions from beaj: prices.
Bonds were irregular.'
Standard
stocks went higher in the early afternoon, particularly Reading and Steel.
Beet Sugar was unusually active at a
2
point advance. Woolen preferred
The market closed
advanced
strong. Representative stocks be
came prominent again in the final
hour with an Increased demand for
Canadian Pacific ;and Steel, the first
named rising over five points.
Tobacco
reacted, American
under yesterday's closing
falling
prices. The last sales for the day
were as follows:
88
Amalgamated Copper
129
American Beet Sugar
is-u- es

1.

.

Atchison

Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacifio
Union Pacifio
United States Stoel
United States, Steel, pfd.,

109
140
116
.129
171
111
172
74
113

MEETS IN SCRANTON
,VIRGIN4A FIREMEN'S TOURNEY
Scran ton, Pa., Aug. 27 The annual
Roanoke, Va., Aug. 27. Delegations
y
'
Many people-sa(andit is true) state convention of - the Patriotic Or of firemen from far and; near arrived
tlhat when
they eat Grape-Nut- s
der Sons of America was opened in in Roanoke today for the twenty-sixtnot
this city today with an attendance annual convention and tournament of
to
seem
able
only
digest
they
that food but other kinds, which of delegates from local branches of the Virginia State Firemen's assooSuof the convention
the
business
Pennsyltlon.
The
throughout
organization
'
formerly made trouble when eat6S vania.
will be disposed of tomorrow and the
y
without Grape-Nuts- .
two days following will be devoted to
the prize competitions and races
Chew 1 !
LAWYERS BEGIN MEETING
features of the
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 27. The an which are the leading
'
nual meeting of the American Bar annual tournament.
association was opened In this city
A San Francisco promoter is willtoday, and will be continued through
President ing to book Jim Flynn for a go with
tomorrow and Thursday.
IT
Tommy Burns.
-S. S. Gregory of Chicago called the
his
and
delivered
11
order
to
gathering
Pitcher Packard or tne Columbus
annual address before an attendance
of several hundred eminent represen tdam In the American Association,
tatives of the bench and bar1 of the has won 13 and lost 3 games this
season.
MICH.
BATTLE
CBE1CK,
United
States and Canada,
CEREAL
CO.,
LTD.,
POSTUM
-

the Cause of

yspepsia

SEi TEACHERS

OFFICER

1.P0IRS

TO PANAMA

ADMITS THE , KILLOF MANUEL
GABADON.

TAPIA
ING

Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 27. The first
details of the killing of Manuel Gaba- don, wihich took place last Wednesday
near Tros, inan isolated part of the
country, was brought to the city last
night by Deputy Sneriff L. M. Tru
jillo, who lodged Jose Marie Tapla in
the county jail. Tapia admitting that
he Bhot and killed Gaoadon on Wed
nesday surrendered himself to the
deputy sheriff Thursday and made a
full statement of the case, claiming
self defense. He was brought before
a justice of the peace at Troy on Sat
urday and bound over to the district
court on a charge of murder.
Tapia maintains that he shot
intending to kill him. The
latter, he states, came to his House
on Tuesday while he was away and
made advances to his wife. Return
ing home that night Tapia's wife in
formed him of the visit of Gabadon.
Next morning about 7 o'clock Gabadon again returned but this time Tapia was home and he ordered Gabadon away. Words passed and Gabadon went home and returned later
with a Winchester rifle declarBng that
he would kill Tapia. Tapia secured
a revolver and shot Gabadon four
times. The remains of the dead man
were buried next day.
Next day Tapita surrendered himself and made a statement in substance as given. He claims self defense in the protection of his home
and declares he is ready to sta-u- l
trial. Tapia bears a good reputation
in the section of the country In which
he lives while Gabadon is said to lie
a quarrelsome fellow.
Jose Maria Tapia, charged with the
near
killing of Manuel Gabadon,
Troy last Wednesday, was arraigned
on a charge of murder by Justice of
the Peace Stone this morning. Hear- was set for tomorrow at 10 a. m. He
was remanded to jail without bond.
Gab-ado-

'

Hay fever and asthma make August
a month of intense suffering to many
people. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound gives prompt ease and relief,
and Is, soothing and healing to the inflamed' membranes. Wm. M. Mere-thew-,
N. Searsport, Me, says: "A few
doses of Foley's Honey arid Tar Compound relieved me of a severe attack
of asthma and less than a bottle caused a complete cure." Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefar and Red Cros

n..-

.. j ..

Drug Store,

;

Nut

PURA SUPERINTENDENT
WISHES TO ESTABLISH A
METER RATE.
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to Sept. 30th., are first class

TO VOTE ON COMMISSION
New Orleans, La, Aug. 27.
and opponents of the proposed adoption of the commission plan
of government for the city of New Orleans closed their campaign today.
The question will ibe decided at a special election tomorrow. The measure
to be voted upon provides for the administration of city affairs toy five
one the mayor, all
commissioners,
elective.
The recall feature Is cared
for In a state measure, the referendum and Initiative features being subject to a petition of 30 per cent of
Sap-porte-

K
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Tlmo Deposits

December
j
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CHICAGO,
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I

I
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December

Pork September $17.80. ;t
Lard, September $10.92.
Ribs, September $10.87.

the registered voters.

Spanish-American-

L'!'- -

32.

light and prices recovered from an
early dip. First transactions were unchanged to 5 cents lower with January
$19.15 for pork; $10.77
for lard and
for ribs. The closing quota$10.17
tions for the day were as followsr
Wheat, September 94; December
Corn, September

I

Jefferson Raynolds President
V
Hal'ett Ray noids Cashier
E. d. Raynolds Vice President )
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
President
Steohea B. Davis

Offerings of provisions proved to be

94.

'
return transportation.
The school commission has applied
to normal schools of the east and
north for teachers, but their applicants' have failed to make good, owing
to their inability to speak the Spanish language. New Mexicans, espeare
cially the
Is
and
there
this
in
respect
qualified
reason to believe that they can "stick"
with the canal schools.
Any men desiring to obtain the pocounPanama
In
the
as
teacher
sltion
try should apply to Dr. Roberts for
full Information and place their applications with him for his

larger connections.
It appears, judging from the action
of the council
yesterday, that' the
water situation is st- -. in a deadlock.
What the result will he when the wat
er committee has completed its work
''
Is not easy to prophesy.
Present at the meeting yesterday
Pitcher Jack Powell, of the Browns,
were Mayor Robert J. Taupert, Clerk has been in the big show a good
Charles Tamme, Aldermen Wieganil, many years, but is still able to fool
SilMcGulre, Forsythe, Hays and Ray- - the hltsmtths with his "Roll On
nolds.
very Moon" deliver':

72.

32

if

''

inch pipe, while a
graduated scale will be evolved for

94.

Corn rose on account of stocks In
public elevators here having become
exhausted.' September' opened
tf
to 72 and advanced
up at 72
to
The close was firm at 73
for September, a net. gain of 1".
Liberal sales by commission houses
had a weakening effect on the oats
off
market September started

to

is

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

for decrease in the European visible
supply. Statements that higher ocean
freight rates were curtailing business
counted, too, in favor of the bear side.
to
lower.
The opening was
September started at 93 a loss of
and declined to 93. The close was
net' higher
strong, with September

32

1 i

Spanish-America-

s

three-fourth-

TO

,

,

of

EXPECTS
SCHOOL
COMPLY WITH THE
REQUEST

Dr. Frank H, H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University,
has been requested
by the school
commission of the Panama canal zone
to recommend teachers for the school
district of the zone. These teachers
must be men of a high moral standard
and
educated in American schools
able to speak Spanish fluently. All
these qualifications are fulfilled by
many of the men graduates of the
n
The
Normal .University.
students of the school are
especially qualified for positions in
the. canal zone, and the" Normal Unl- -'
yerslty should prove a stepping scone7"
to, excellent positions for these young
'
, men.
Teachers properly qualified start in
at a salary of $90 in the canal zone
schools, and the government will pay
their transportation from New Orleans
to Colon. After serving two years in
the zone the teachers are entitled to

to enter into a contract with the
city to furnish water for municipal
purposes. The proposal was discussed
in executive session. It Is understood
the council decided to stand pat on
Its offer of $1,250 per year for water
rent. The water committee is making,
an investigation of water rate's charg
ed in other cities of this size and has
been authorized to attempt to reach
some kind of an agreement with tae
water company.
Its work has not
been completed, though considerable
progress is said to have been. made.
Mr. Powers latest proposition is to
furnish each fire plug at ;the rate of
$20 per year. Water is to be paid for
on the following scale: twenty cents
per 1,000 gallons for the first 10,000
gallons used from each connection
and ten cents per 1,000 gallpns
for
water used from each. :5. connection
above that amount. Th; Agua Pura
company agrees to furnish the meters. A minimum fee of $1 per piontn
Is to he charged for each connection

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 27. Wheat prices today showed a tendency to sag on account of the absence of expected frost
in Canada. There was an unlocked

at

LOCAL

At an adjourned regular meeting
of the city council, held late yesterday afternoon, it was, decided to reject the latest proposal of Stephen
Powers, superintendent of the Agua
Pura company, containing terms upon
wihich his company would be willing

-

h

"There's a Reason" for

r,

PROPOSITION OF

JOSE

at

10
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BLOOD
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1URDERER JAILED COUuCIL REFUSES NORMAL AS ED

TOO

SAYS

TRUE,

.

YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
RESULTS.
National League. '
Cincinnati, 5; New York, 0.
Brooklyn, 12; Chicago, 3.
Philadelphia, 4; Saint Louis, 1.
Boston
Pittsburg,
"
American League.
Chicago, 4; Boston, 2.
Philadelphia, 5; Detroit, 2.
Saint Louis,
Washington,
New York, 8; Cleveland, 8.
Western League.
Des Moines, 1; Omaha, 0.
Lincoln, 6; Denver, 5.
Saint Joseph, 6; Sioux City. 2.
Topeka, 9; Wichita, 3.
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ELKS' NEW

HANDSOME BUILDING IS THROWN
OPEN FOR INSPECTION
Pet.
OF PUBLIC.

;

01Y

VISIT IT IS

HUNDREDS

TUESDAY, AUGUST 27, 1912

OPTIC,

., ,. Tickets on sale daily June 1st,
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
October 31st., 1912. - '
Also tickets good for return within 60 days;from date on
sale to many points in East.

'1
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'FFECENTIAL LINES $72.23

For further information call
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$75.3

trip--
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OF DRY LAfi0CHURCH .contributions

Operation of Loosening and Stirring of Soil.

no

No One Thinks of Putting Less Thart
Five Centa In the Plate Now--Day
of the Penny Gone.

THE OPTIC

IDE LOBBY REST

A

EI!

A

CAFF

IT AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST G00D3 OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

"Everything has gone up," said Mr.
Graytop, "everything. You take, for
instance, church contributions, the
money that we put In when the plate
Lose
Checks
Cultivation
Rapid
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See Van Fetten for Insurance.
RfcV. NORMAN

Regular dance at
t

Tho First c; This
Season's 'Crop

j

F. B.

SKINNER WILL OF
FICIATE; BURIAL IN MASONIC CEMETERY,

hall tonight.

Try dram ol Ola Taylor bourDon
the Opera Bar.

wihite Kitchen. Mot waffles and
maple eyrup every morning.

Wanted Cook for few days or permanently. See Mrs. Hall at La Casa
de iRamona.

60c for

7lb:."Dasket

The W. C. T. U. will meet with, Mra
John srnanic, 813 Douglagt avenue,
Wednesday at 2:30 o'clock.

Flach'i Coldan Wedding Eye, aec4
In the wood. Direct tmm CistUlary
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
I

lice Ddivi

The board of directors ol the Y. M.
C. A., met last night in regular month
ly session. Only routine business was
transacted.

THE CASH qitOCEK

I

rii

2

oris

FOR

ROCKY

cents pe pound

1-- 2

The funeral of Mrs. C. I Harris of
Soper, lnd., who died yesterday after
noon at the Las Vegas hospital, will
occur tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30
o'clock from the residence of her
motner, Mrs. T, W. Oarrard, on t)he
corner of Eighth street and Columbia
avenue. Interment will be in Mason
ic cemetery.
Rev. , Norman Skinner,
pastor of the First Presbyterian
church will officate at the services.
Mrs. Harris was well known in Las
Vegas, having resided here up to seven years ago. She was born in this
city 37 years ago. She was married
to C. L. Harris, a clothier of this city,
on June 12, 1901. She accompanied
tier Husband to Soper, Okla., their
present residence, in 1904. Mrs. Harris was a member of the Presbyterian
church In this city.
She is survived by her husband and
three children, Charlotte, aged 9
years; Booker, aged 7 years, and
Theodore, aged 5 years. Her moth
er, Mrs. T. W. Garrard, two sisters,
Mrs. W. L. Crockett of El Paso, and
Mrs. A. E. Baker of Chicago, and a
brother, James Garrard of Roswell,

!.

WING FAMILY REUNION
Chicago, Aug. 27. Several hundred
of the 100,000 lineal descendants of
the widow, Deborah Wing, and her
four sons, who first settled in Saugus,
Mass, in 1632, gathered at the Auditorium in this city today for the eighth
annual reunion of tho Win; Family
of America, Incorporated.
The family
association was incorporated in Massachusetts ten years ago and numbers
thousands of members throughout the
country. The present reunion is the
first that the association has held In
the west
&AN

FRANCISCO

BENCH SHOW

San Francisco, Aug. 27. With an
doga from
entry list of
all the famous breeding establishments on the Pacific coast the fourth
animal bench show of the Ladles'
Kennel Association of California was
opened today in the Dreamland pavilion and will be continued until FriThe show contains more enday.
tries and a greater variety of breeds
than any previous exhibitions of the
association.
blue-bloode-
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Grade,

ONE of the many

is only
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ry in the Highest
Clothing in

Ready-to-We-

the Market.

our already large collection
High Grade Makes "The L.

of
Sys-

tem Clothing" recognized as the
'

Leading Suit for the Young Man
who wants THE

RIGHT THING.

(Mi! iUER c
PULLMAN
REVOLVINC SEAT

BED

DAVENPORT
As handsome as the finest Davenport
As comfortable as the best bed

simple movement
this handsome
Davenport into a full sized luxurious bed, equipped with
heavy felt mattress and resilient springs, ready for a comfortable
night s rest VV ill be an ornament to any parlor, and positively
shows no outward signs of serving a double
purpose.
Thousands of Pullman Revolving Seat Bed
Davenports
have been sold and all are giving satisfaction. After
you have
one you wonder how you ever done without it.
All styles of upholstery and all the standard and
J
popular
nmsnes.

ONE

11

a

PRICES WITHIN REACH OF EVERY POCKET BOOK.

Come In and See it Demonstrated.
Let us show you what a handsome and useful piece of furniture
it is.

i

We have on

hand a complete stock of

felENraTOSJSKEEB

AM WISE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

LAD VEOAS
Phone Main

UiZlBER CO.
Old Town

150

Ladles Lingerie

l nap
lAIiffE

vj

NUT-- :

LUMP

WHOLESALE AND' RETAIL
Foot nt

fSmlit

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Tfca

tea

elite DastefEferpoEi

The secret of ssrvins realy Good Tea and
Ceffss is to use
CHASE ASD

SAKCT

Laundered

and returned to your home in
the" "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from yo u r dressmakers.
Our expert girl ironers have
the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable.

Las Vcas Steam
Laundry
Phone MaivSl

617

Dought Are

WONDERFUL

COIN

LOCAL AGENTS
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rhe Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.
I
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Noted

QUALITYPURITY CLCANLI1SI ESS

BAKERY GOODS
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est Quality Fruits and
r tables
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FRESH EVERY DAY

American-Numismatist'-

OH

ASK YOUR GROCER

F03 "FOHT"

B3AND

Tfca Bsst in Tfee City

VICKSBURG IS SAFE,
San .Djego, Aug. 27. Wireless 'ad
vices from Magdalcna Hay today said
the disabled gunboat Vicksburg had
arrived there. . The supply ship Glacier responded to the distress call of
the gunboat and is standing by. The
collier Saturn, loaded to capacity
with coal, arrived here from Mare
Island late last night. ' The vessel is
believed to be en route to Central
America to relieve the collier Justin

i
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$1,053
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The Ladies Will Want Some
Flowers For the Ball
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DISPLAY.

Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 27. The exhibits of old coins at the annual cons
vention of the
association nere today ane valued at two million dollars Included
In the collections is what is said to
be the only extant 1804 dollar, valued
at $3,600 by its owner, Henry O. Gran-berof Colorado., Numismatists say
that the present exhibit la ,the most,
complete ,ever gathered.

E!E3 KABE OAND3

Infinite pains have been taken from Plantation to package to save ail the Original, Del-

RAAF

Tr

We have added to

MOTOR BOAT RACES

Astoria, Ore., Aug. 27. Astoria's
Rosallo Romero of San Geronlmo
annual regatta and carnival of water
this morning applied at tlhe court
sports opened today with the prelim
house for $2 as bounty on a coyote
inary promise of being the greatest
killed by him recently.
affair of its kind ever pulled off tn
the northwest. Interest centers large
Deputy County vClerk William B.
ly in the motor boat races, which will
Stapp this morning sent to the ofcontinue through the entire four days
fice of the1 state auditor at Santa Fe also survive her.
of the carnival and1 bring together th
Mrs, Harris was taken ill a month
a copy of the tax roll for San Miguel
power craft from San Fran
ago while on a pleasure trip in Den- speediest
county for 1912.
Vancouver and other
cisco,
Portland,
ver with her sister, Mrs. W. h.
coast cities.
Crockett.
was
She
to
La
brought
The foundation and brickwork for
a vault is being put in the store room Vegas a week ago and underwent a
HANDICAP SHOOT
slight operation several days ago, and
Ore., Aug. 27. Many of
adjoining the establishment of the
Portland,
for her recovery were mainLas Vegas Undertaking company in hopes
the foremost shots of the west faced
tained. However, a sudden change
the Coors building on Fountain
the traps today at the opening of the
for the worse came Sunday.
annual Pacific coast handicap tourna
that the
Square. It is understood
Mr.. Harris went to Denver, when
ment.
Southwestern Building and Loan com- his wife was
The tournament, which wiV
first taken ill and accomlast three days, is being conducted
pany, whose offices arel now located
to
her
a
Las Vegas
week ago,
in the Duncan opera house building, panied
under the auspices of the Portland
remaining here. Mrs. Crockett also Gun club. One of
room
month.
this
within
the notable features
a
will, occupy
accompanied her sister to Las Vegas
will be a competition between teams
from Denver and is here at the present time. The brother, James Gar- of five men each from the east and
the west.
A BOWLING TOURNAMENT
rard, was in the city at the time ol
e
In the
bowling tourna Mrs. Harris' death, (having been
ment last night on the alleys In the called to Las Vegas by the death of GOVERNOR JOHNSON TO
STUMP.
Elks' club house, Dr. C. S. Losey and his father, T. . W. Garrard, several
San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 27. Gov
3D.
B.
Johnson defeated Frank Barnes weeks ago. Mrs. Harris has many ernor Hiram Johnson, the
progressive
and Lawrence Tamme by a score of friends here to whom her death came candidate for vice
president, starts
1,583 to 1,492.
Four of tie games as a shock, and who will mourn her today on a
campaigning tour that will
were won by Losey and Johnson. The loss.
probably last two months and will
first game of the match was won by
cover a large section of the country,
them by a score of 335 to 248. The
Joe Gallegos, private in Company The most attention will be given to
second game went to them by a score H, encamped on thai rifle range north the east. Governor
Johnson expects
of 333 to 329.. Barnes and Tamme of the1 city, is Buffering with a slight to deliver his first important
speech
won the trlrd game, 330 to 277. The wound on the chin ftceived this morn- at the' New York stated
convention of
won
'in
were
two
last
games
the target pit the progressive party early in Septem-bet- t
by Johnson ing while working
and Losey, 338 to 304, and 300 to 281 on the 300 yard range. A bullet struck
...
V
on the steelwork of the target burstrespectively.
The Wgh score of the evening was ing into a number of pieces One of
CHICAGO TO HAVE PURE MILK
made by E. E. Johnson, tyhp rolled these pieces struck Gallegos and anChicago, Aug. 27. The pasteuriza208.
Johnson's
?Tr,
average for the other punctured the bat of another
tion
of all of Chicago's mills supply
man
in
rnes
maae
me
the
working
pit. Gallegos'
evening was
AT6 8amea with wound bled freely, but medical exam- that cornea from dairies not approved
H
highest average
a score of 163. Barnes high score, ination revealed that it was only a by the health commissioner is requir
ed by a new city ordinance that came
was 199. Dr. Losey made an average flesh wound, and will not prove serinto
force in Chicago today. Physiin
camp.
of 151, his high, score being 184. ious. He remained
cians
and health experts are of the
135
His
Tamme's average was
opinion that a strict enforcement of
TO
FORT
ENLARGE
172.
score
was
high,
will result In a materia?
Indianapolis, lnd., Aug. 27. Plans the ordinance
for the enlargement of U'ort Benjamin decrease of infant mortality.
Harrison were considered at a conference today attended by Secretary ef
We
Do Mt's Right."
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
"If
War Stimson, Brigadier General William Crozier and -- Major William Las-sit- LOST Check No. 2859 issued to Fred
of the general army staff, The
Harvey on August 26, 1912. A dupsecretary and (his party Wilt leave tolicate has been issued In lieu theremorrow to inspect Fel t D. A. Russell,
of. All bankers, and individuals
Wyoming.
JJlt:.
take notice. Peter Roth.
.
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